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ABSTRACT
Problem

The major purpose of this study was to determine if the
teacher training program of the New School
in Education had been successful

of Behavioral

Studies

in preparing elementary teachers

capable of creating a class ro om environment more conducive to
the development of critical

thinking

in the area of social

studies.
In addition the study investigated the reliability of the
Social

Studies Inference Test and also determined what

r e la t i o n 

ships existed between the Iowa Test of Basic S k i l l s , the SRA T e s t ,
and the various

sections of the Social

Studies Inference T e s t .

Procedure

The research population consisted of 643 students enrolled
in

29 sixth grade classrooms in 18 different cities in the state

of North Dakota.

Two hundred and twenty-four of these students,

comprising the experimental
rooms having New School

group,

had been enrolled in c l a s s 

teachers during the

I968 -I 969 school

The remaining 419 students had not previously been enrolled
classrooms having New School
the control

group.

year.
in

teachers and these students made up

The primary statistical

procedure used in

this study consisted of analysis of variance and correlation.

XI 1

Results and Conclusions

The findings of this study support the following general
cone 1usi o n s :
1.

The

Social

Studies Inference Test

test to measure the critical
elementary school
2.

is a reliable

thinking ability of

children.

There were no significant differences
critical

in the

thinking ability of New School

as compared to Non New School
by the Inference,

Caution,

sections of the Social
There was a significant
the Non New School

students

students as measured

or Over -g ene ra liza ti on

Studies Inference T e s t .
difference which favors

students over the New School

students on the me asure of Discrimination.
3.

There was no significant differences

in the critical

thinking ability of boys as compared to girls.

k.

The New School

students who read the test in d ep e n 

dently generally scored higher than the New School
students who had the test read to them.
the Non New School

However,

students who read the test i n d e p e n 

dently generally scored

lower than the Non New School

students who had the test read to them.
5.

The New School

students scored significantly higher

on the "Work Study Skills"

section of the Iowa

Test of Basic Skills than the Non New School
students .

XT 1 1

6.

There was a significant positive correlation between
the scores the students received on the "Work Study
Skills"

section of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills

and the scores they received on the Inference and
Discrimination sections of the Social

Studies

Inference T e s t .
7.

There was a significant

positive relationship between

the scores the students

received on the Inference

and Discrimination sections of the Social

Studies

Inference Test and the composite scores they received
on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills and the Science Research Associates Achievement

xi v

Series.

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
Background of the Problem

The Educational
by the National
iation of School

Policies Commission

Educational

(I 96 I), appointed

Association and the Am erican A s s o c 

A d m i n i s t r a t o r s , stated that:

The purpose which runs through and strengthens
all other educational purposes--the common thread
of education--is the development of the ability to
think.
This is the central purpose to which the
school must be oriented if it is to accomplish
either its traditional task or those newly a c c e n 
tuated by recent changes in the world.
Most educators apparently agree that the development of
the ability to think is an important educational

objective.

(I 965 ) found that most of the courses of study adopted

Chausow

in the elementary and secondary schools include the development
of thinking as a primary objective.

Leading educators of this

century have also indicated that the development of the ability
to think should permeate the schools.
Clatt

(1963),

in studying the writings of four prominent

educators concluded that they all agreed students should be
taught

to think.

None of them agreed, however, as to why s t u 

dents should be taught to think.
Hutchins

(University of Chicago)

Accor di ng

to Clatt

(19 & 3 )

believed that students must

be taught to think because thinking is essential

to the d e v e l o p 

ment of reasoning capacity, which in turn is the basis for common

1

2
humanity.

John Dewey

(Teachers College, Columbia University)

agreed with Hutchins to the degree

that he believed that the

gift of thought was the distinguishing factor between man and
beast.

Dewey, however, went beyond Hutchins

view of thinking.

He thought that

pared an individual

William Bagley

(Teachers College,

Columbia

believed that students must be taught to think

because thinking
efficiency

the ability to think p r e 

or a group to exploit advantages that may

be available in life.
University)

in a pragmatic

is necessary for social

efficiency and social

is the basic purpose of education.

(University of Minnesota)

thought

that thinking was necessary

for the reconstruction of the culture.
that are taking place today would

Theodore Brameld

The cultural

changes

indicate that Brameld was

something of a visionary and cre de nce is certainly added to
his theory that "thinking"
of the culture.

is necessary for the reconstruction

The existing social

and governmental

in st itu 

tions are under attack to a degree that seems to threaten the
existence of these institutions.
Kilpatrick

(1 96 0) wrote that perhaps the most urgent

demand on the American people,

and so on Ame ri can education,

grows out of the necessity to meet rapid changes in the A m e r i 
can way of

life and more broadly in the world of which America

is so much a part.

The structure of the democratic form of

government, with its flexible constitution,
deal with change.

The structure,

opportunity for rational
change.

change,

is well

suited to

however, only provides an
it does not guarantee rational

Only the collective ability of the members of society

3
to think effectively about the implications of change can insure
rational

change.
Discussing the goals of education Rogers

(I 969 , p. 304)

stated :
In the world which is al ready upon us, the aim
of education must be to develop individuals who are
open to change.
Only such persons can constructively
meet the perplexities of a world in which the p r o 
blems spawn much faster than their answers.
The
goal of education must be to develop a society in
which people can live more comfortably with change
than they can with rigidity.
It would seem reasonable to expect that cultural
could be dealt with most effectively by a literate,
society.

thinking

The development of this type of a citizenry,

implies certain risks.

Starr

change

however,

(1963, p. 51) stated:

Teaching critical thinking is a calculated risk.
A society which reveres conformity cannot tolerate
it.
A totalitarian ideology must abhor it.
Only
a democratic society can afford it, for critical
thinking encourages the 'gadflies' that move us
forward to a better understanding of ourselves and
serve as our conscience to remind us of our p r o 
fessed i d e a 1s .
Obviously a democratic
thinking.

society can afford critical

The question more g ermaine to the issue is, can

such a society afford not to place a major emphasis on the
teaching of critical

thinking?

The noted British historian Carr

(1 96 1) has drawn an

interesting analogy between the primitive society and the
modern society.

Carr believed that simpler

uniform in the sense that they call

societies are more

for, and provide o p p o r t 

unities for, a far smaller diversity of individual

skills and

occupations than the more comp lex and advanced societies.

It

k
would seem to follow that the more complex society becomes,
greater are the number of decisions that
society will

individual

the

members of

need to face, and the most effective way to prepare

individuals to make intelligent decisions

is to prepare them

to think critically about the choices they may face.

Statement of the Problem

The major purpose of this study was to determine whether
the teacher training program of the New School
Studies in Education was successful

in creating a classroom

environment in the elementary school
to the development of critical
studies than the traditional

of Behavioral

that was more conducive

thinking in the area of social

classroom.

Research Questions

This study investigated the following research questions:
1.

Is the Social

Studies

Inference Test reliable for

the purpose of this study?
2.

Is there a significant

difference in the critical

thinking abilities of sixth grade students who
had been enrolled

in Ne w School

classrooms for one

year as compared to sixth grade students who had
not been enrolled in New School
3.

classrooms?

Is there a signif icant difference in the critical
thinking ability of boys as compared to the critical
thinking ability of girls?

5

k.

Is there a significant difference in the critical
thinking ability of those students who read the
SSIT independently and those students who had the
test read to them by their teacher?

5.

Is there a significant difference in the "Work
Study Skills" of those students who had been
enrolled

in the New School

for one year compared

to those students who had not been enrolled in
*
the New S c h o o 1?
6.

Is there a relationship between the scores the
students received on the Social

Studies Inference

Test and the scores the students received on the
"Work Study Skills"

section of the Iowa Test of

Basic S k i l l s .
7.

Is there a relationship between the students'
academic achievement and the scores they received
on the Social

Studies Inference T e s t ?

Li mi tat ions

This study was conducted under the following

limitations

or assumptions:
l.

It was assumed that the instruments employed in
this investigation had sufficient

reliability and

validity for the purposes of the study.
2.

It was assumed that the twenty-nine classrooms
studied constituted a re pr esentative sample.
was further assumed that the students who took

It

6
the Science Research Associates Test were drawn from
the same general

population as the students who took

the Iowa Test of Basic S k i l l s .

Delimitations of the Problem

This study was conducted wi thin the framework of the
following delimitations:
1.

This study was concerned w i th an experimental

group

of sixth grade students who had been enrolled in
New School

classrooms for one year

(or for the

major part of one year) and with a control

group

of sixth grade children who had not been enrolled
in New School
2.

classrooms.

Only selected factors that were thought to influence
critical

thinking in the area of Social

Studies were

investigated in this study.

Significance of the Problem

The knowledge explosion almost demands a redirection
of American education.
actual

body of available information is i n c r e a s i n g - - a 1most to

the point of doubling
1961).

Few would question the fact that the

itself--each year

(Johnson and Swan,

Perhaps the time has finally come when educators might

agree that it is simply impossible to teach even a fraction of
existing knowledge.

Even if it were physically possible to

"present" all of this knowledge to students,

it is questionable

as to whet her or not the human mind is capable of storing this

7
great wealth of information.
matter

To add more and more subject

to the c urr ic ulu m might be analogous to the "Great Wall",

built by an early Chinese civilization.

That

is, we might

become so enamored with what we have accomplished that we fail
to place any emphasis on moving to new horizons.
Johnson and Swan ( 1961 , p.

120 ) of the Florida State

Department of Education have put the question of "more and more"
into sharp focus.

They believe that

it is impractical

to c o n 

tinue to think in terms of "more and more" and offered the
following diagram to support

their contention:

Figure

If the pie-shaped segment

1

in circle

(a) represents that

part of knowledge that a highly educated man might have mastered
one hundred years ago,

it is clear that students today may have

difficulty in coping with the vast
by the shaded segment

in circle

body of knowledge represented

(b) .

But perhaps the most

significant feature of the illustration is represented by the

7
great wealth of information.
matter

To add more and more subject

to the curric ulu m might be analogous to the JIGreat Wa ll11,

built by an early Chinese civilization.

That is, we might

become so enamored with what we have accomplished that we fail
to place any emphasis on moving to new horizons.
Johnson and Swan

(19&1, p.

120) of the Florida State

Department of Education have put the question of "more and more"
into sharp focus.

They believe that

it is impractical

to c o n 

tinue to think in terms of "more and more" and offered the
following diagram to support their contention:

Fig.

1.--Growth of knowledge

If the pie-shaped segment

in circle

(a) represents that

part of knowledge that a highly educated man might have mastered
one hundred years ago,
difficulty

it is clear that students today may have

in coping with the vast body of knowledge represented

by the shaded segment

in circle

(b).

But perhaps the most

significant feature of the illustration is represented by the

8
large area of content which was not ma stered one hundred years
ago, nor today, nor will
hence.

likely be mastered one hundred years

One conclusion would seem to be unavoidable;

at total mastery of subject matter

any attempt

is futile.

It may be that Am erican education does not need redirection
toward the area of critical

thinking as much as it needs i m p l e 

mentation.

past and present,

Many educators,

the need for critical
for critical

thinking,

have recognized

but the recognition of the need

thinking by the educational

ated an effective program of critical

leaders has not g e n e r 

thinking in the public

s c h o o 1s .
Brown

(1950)

studied the kinds of evidence college

students accept as a basis for their "carefully deliberated
conclusions".

In his study 248 college students took a test

in which they gave reasons for such statements as "Another war
is quite

likely in the next ten years".

The types of evidence

given as reasons were divided into five categories:
vational,
(5)

(2)

sterotyping,

incoherent.

(3)

assertive,

(4)

(1) o b s e r 

emotional

The college students used observational

most frequently and emotional

bases

and
reasons

least, but even at this

level many students did not use reasons associated with criticalthinking procedures.

Brown

(1950)

concluded that this u n m i s 

takably suggests the importance of more effective ways of
improving critical

thinking abilities at the public school

well as at the college
Mayhe w
list critical

as

level.

(1952, p.

116) reported that teachers frequently

thinking as an educational

objective of high

9
priority,
critical

but then do not give students a chance to engage in
thinking activities.

The Amer ic an Council

on Education,

of which Mayhew was a member concluded that:
This dilemma could be resolved only by deciding
that the skill was unimportant or by seeking ways
to give students those class ro om experiences that
would train them to think critically.
The New School
provide the best
critical

of Behavioral

large scale model

thinking

Studies in Education may

available for developing

in elementary students.

The New School

has

attempted to prepare teachers who are more sensitive to the
needs of individual

students and to create an atmosphere in

the elementary class roo m that

is less highly structured and less

dependent on the teacher as a "giver" of information.

Teachers

in these classrooms attempted to help their students become
independent

learners by making

more of their own

learning.

Students were not only encouraged

to find answers for themselves,
help each other.

Almy

the students responsible for

but were also encouraged to

(I 966 ) points out that children may

learn more from a peer, or a somewhat older child,
adult

instruction.

Almy

(1 966 , p„

138)

than from

stated:

Children who seem to have understood a particular
concept might be given op po rtunities to help children
who appear less certain.
Perhaps the aim in " g r o u p 
ing" children for various activities within the
class should more often be heterogeneity in ability
and less often, the homogeneity that teachers often
seek and so seldom find.
Many of the New School

classr ooms fo stered this kind of i n t e r 

action by utilizing multi -ag e grouping.
It is the hypothesis of this study that the conditions
described above will

develop a higher degree of critical

10
thinking

in students than the conditions found in a traditional

setting.
Definition of Terms
New S c h o o 1 .

The New School

of Behavioral

Studies in

Education was established on the campus of the University of
North Dakota

in I968 .

"Work Study S k i l l s " .

The skills which are measured by

Test W of the Iowa Test of Basic S k i l l s .

These skills include

map reading ability, ability to read and interpret graphs and
tables, and the knowledge and use of reference materials.
Critical
of careful

Thinking.

Th inking that proceeds on the basis

evaluation of the premises and evidence and comes to

conclusions cautiously through the consideration of all
factors

(Good,

pertinent

1959> p. 510).

Traditional
the traditional

School.

school

shall

For the purpose of this study,
be defined as any school

room that was not associated with the New School
Studies during the 1969-1970 school
Multi-Age G r o u p i n g .

or c l a s s 

of Behavioral

year.

A system of heterogeneous grouping

whereby students from two or more grades receive the major
portion of their
For instance,

instruction

in a self contained classroom.

ten students from grade four, ten from grade

five and ten from grade six would be put together in one c l a s s 
room under

the direction of one teacher.

New School

Student.

tary classroom during the

A student who attended an e l e m e n 

1968 - 1969 school year which was taught

by a teacher associated with the New School
Non New School

Student.

A student who attended an

elementary classroom during the 1 9 68 — 1969 school

year in which

the teacher was not associated wi th the New School.
SSITi

Student.

Inference Test

A student who took the Social

Studies

independently by reading the test on his own

as opposed to having the test read to him by the teacher.
SSITd S t u d e n t .

A student who took the Social

Studies

Inference Test dependently by having the teacher read the test
to him as opposed to reading the test on his own.

Or gan ization of the Study

The remainder of this study is organized in the f o l l o w 
ing manner:

Chapter II presents a review of the pertinent

literature.

Chapter III contains a description of the sample

population,

the instruments used and the statistical

The findings are reported

in Chapter IV.

design.

The summary, c o n 

clusions, and recommendations are presented in Chapter V.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduct ion

This chapter is organized around the following six
basic questions:
1.

What

is critical

2.

What are the processes

3.

Can critical

k.

Should critical

5.

Why isn't critical

6.

Can critical

What

Good's

(1959)

thinking?
involved in critical

thinking?

thinking be taught and if so, how?
thinking be taught?
thinking receiving more emphasis?

thinking be measured?

is Critical

Thinking?

dictionary of education offers definitions

on twenty different types of thinking.

Added to this

list of

twenty definitions are the definitions of thinking and the
theories of thinking of many writers

in the field of education,

philosophy, and psychology.
Dewey

( 1910 ) uses the term reflective thinking.

(i 960 ) speaks of convergent and divergent thinking.
such terms as productive thinking
tive thinking

(Bruner,

I968 ).

(Wertheimer,

Taba

Guilford

Others use

19^+5) and i n t u i

(et_ a_l_., 1966-) points out

that the terminology used to describe thinking is rather diverse.
Taba reports that Bartlett and Rokeach speak of the open and

12
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closed systems of thought.

Dienes uses the terms analytical

and constructive in describing certain types of thinking.
Piaget uses assimilation and accommodation,
and mechanical

problem solving,

Duncker uses organic

and Suchman uses the term a u t o n 

omous inquiry.
It is obvious that the great divergence of terms used
to describe thinking represents a semantics difference rather
than a philosophic difference.

Kaufman

(1967, p. 235) wrote:

Throughout the literature from Dewey to Bruner,
two aspects of effective thought are identifible,
a creative component, and a critical component.
The creative component might be thought of as being analogous
to Dewey's "s tate of perplexity".
which "the wheels begin

to turn",

begins and ideas originate.
opposed to convergent.
vergent.

It is the state of mind in
it is the stage where inquiry

It is basically divergent as

Critical

thinking tends to become c o n 

It is the stage where irrelevant data

ideas subjected to careful
proposed.

is discarded,

scrutiny, and tentative solutions

The ability to disc ri min at e and use deductive r e a s o n 

ing becomes necessary

in this stage.

A model

for the thinking

process might be proposed that woul d place the two types of
thinking at opposite ends of a continuum.

Creative T hi n k i n g * ----- --- » Critical Thinking
J*
Divergent Thinking*---- --- ► Convergent Thinking

t

£

I n d u c t W e Reasoning*--- ---->Deductive Reasoning

X
T

Generalizations *------- --- > Discriminations

t

New Ideas <-------------------►Valid Conclusions
Fig.

2 . --Thinking process
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Placing creative thinking and critical

thinking at opposite

ends of the continuum emphasize the fact that they must merge
at some point on the continuum.

Not only will

interaction in the modes of thought
creative),

there be an

(i.e., critical

and

but also the various processes of thinking will

intermingle along the continuum.

In the venacular of the day

it might be appropriate to say "creative thinking can not be
put in one

'bag' along with divergent thinking,

reasoning and generalization, and critical
another
will

'bag'

thinking.

thinking put in

labeled deductive reasoning".

be a continuous

inductive

Rather,

there

interaction among the two aspects of

The writer of this paper has selected the following

definition offered by Good

(1959* p. 570) as being most a p p r o p 

riate to this study:
Critical thinking is thinking that proceeds on
the basis of careful evaluation of the premise and
evidence and comes to conclusions cautiously through
the consideration of all pertinent factors.
This definition appears to imply that certain processes
are necessary for critical

thinking to occur.

What are the Processes Involved in Critical Thinking?

The process at the very heart of critical
the ability to draw inferences.

Dewey

(1910,

thinking is

p. 26) has written

The exercise of thought is, in the literal
sense of that word, i n f e r e n c e ; by it one thing
carries us over to the idea of, and belief in,
another thing.
It involves a jump, a leap, a
going beyond what is surely known to something
else accepted on its warrant.
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Others

i960 ) have stated that the ability

(Burton, Kimball, Wing,

to draw inferences

is the central movement

in all

is the ability to go from facts to conclusions.
analyzed the effects of high

thinking.
Hunkins

It

( 1969 )

level questions on the critical

thinking ability of sixth grade students and concluded that
the ability of the students to draw inferences and to d i s c r i m 
inate was the best criteria of critical

thinking.

The literature in the field of thinking, abounds with
processes necessary for the development of critical
Taba

( e t .a 1 . , 1964) and her associates developed one of the few

thinking tests available for elementary children.
measures the student's ability
(1)

thinking.

drawing inferences,

(2)

This test

to handle such processes as
generalizing,

(3)

discriminating

and the test also yields a score on the degree of caution
exercised by the student.
Ennis

(1 962, pp. 82-83)

perceived critical

thinking to

be the correct assessing of statements and believed that the
aspects of critical
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

thinking included:

Grasping the meaning of a statement
Judging whether there is ambiguity in a line
of reasoning
Judging whether certain statements contradict
each other
Judging whether conclusions follow
Judging whether a statement is specific enough
Judging whether a statement is actually the
application of a certain principle
Judging whether an observation statement is

reliable
Judging whether an inductive conclusion is
warranted
Judging whether the pr oblem has been identified
Judging whether something is an assumption
Judging whether a definition is adequate
Judging whether a statement by an alleged
authority is acceptable

16
The relative importance that

Ennis attaches to judging would

be consistent with Freedman's

(I 965 ) feeling that critical

mindedness may be viewed as the ability to judge the merit or
quality of something.
Dewey
of thought
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Another

(1910, p. 12) postulates that the complete act

involves:
A felt difficulty
Its location and definition
Suggestions of possible solutions
Development by reasoning of the bearing on
the suggestion
Further observation or experiment leading to
acceptance or rejection

landmark work in the area of critical

haps the equal

thinking, p e r 

of Dewey's work, was the American Council of

Education report on Evaluation of Social

Science Objectives.

Chausow

(1965) reports that this commi tt ee developed an o p e r 

ational

definition of critical

thinking around the following

basic processes :
1.
2.
3.

k.

To
To
To
To

identify central issues
recognize underlying assumptions
evaluate evidence or authority
draw warranted conclusions

Henderson

(1958)

in a study of

1500 high school

found that students scored higher on tests of critical
who were given experiences
an expression*
valid,

{k)

(3)

(2)

in (1)

determining

thinking

the meaning of

deciding whether or not an argument

deciding whether a statement

students

is

is true or false, and

justifying opinions and evaluat in g other peoples j u s t i f i 

cation of their opinions.
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De Zafra

(1957)

has stated that the steps of problem

solving include defining the problem,

suspending judgment,

gathering and evaluating information,

formulating and choosing

possible solutions,

testing results,

and repeating any steps

necessary to arrive at warranted conclusions.
Others

(Wallen, et a 1 ., 1963; Hullfish and Smith,

1967 ) have listed from three to 12 steps as

Raths, e_t a 1 .,

necessary to the process of critical
pp. k O - k l )

1961;

offers what

thinking.

Starr

(1963,

is perhaps the best synthesis and includes

the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
k.
5.
6.

Identification of the issue or problem
Gathering, organizing, and evaluating relevant
data
Analysis of the issue or problem
Formulating and testing hypotheses
Drawing warra nte d conclusions
Testing conclusions

Several

authors

in the field of critical

thinking have

concentrated on certain negative factors that hinder the student's
ability to think critically.
Raths (et a 1 ., 196 7) reports that
/
the following behavior hinders the critical thinking process:
1.
2.
3.

k.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I m p u 1si veness
Over dependence
Inability to concentrate
Missing the meaning
Dogmatic behavior
Rigid and inflexible behavior
Lack of confidence
Unwillingness to think

Hullfish and Smith

(1 96 1) believe that the Baconian Idols

(i.e., idols of the tribe,
still

reflect

critical 1y .

cave, market place, and theater)

the major causes of man's

inability to think

18
Can Critical

There

Thinking be Taught?

is much research evi de nce to indicate that critical

thinking can be taught.

Shaver

(1962), however, dissents from

the majority opinion in stating that research does not shed much
light on how to teach critical
extensive review of

thinking.

He points out that an

literature revealed only seven relevant

studies, and the primary focus of these studies was that critical
thinking did not develop as a by product of instruction in s u b 
ject matter areas.

Taba and her associates

(1964)

substaniate

this belief and go on to say that thinking can not be approached
as a global

process.

It must be broken down into its component

parts and presented to students
Olton and his associates

in a systematic way.
(1967)

developed a series of

16 programmed lessons which were intended to increase the p r o 
ductive thinking abilities of fifth and sixth grade students
who used the materials.

Each

lesson consisted of approximately

40 pages of cartoon-text materials and it took most students
about 40 minutes to complete one

lesson.

Olton found that the

students who were exposed to the programmed materials
significan tly higher on tests of critical

scored

thinking than students

who had not been exposed to the materials.
Henderson
in Evanston,
experiences

(1958)

Illinois,

reports that in a study of

1500 students

the students who were given specific

in developing critical

thinking scored significantly

higher on the W a t s o n - G 1aser Test of Critical
students who did not have these experiences.
academic achievement of the experimental

Thinking than
Also,

the

group did not suffer
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as a result of the increased time devoted to critical
There is some evidence to indicate that all
have the ability to think critically.

Wasserman

thinking.

students

(1962)

took

nine children who had been identified as having poor thinking
abilities and designed a cu rri c u lu m for them utilizing Raths'
12 Aspects of Critical
students'

Thinking.

W a sse rm an found that the

tendency to think critically increased as a result of

the new curriculum.
Miller and Weston

In another study of low ability students,

( 19^+9) found that

low ability geography

students showed significant growth in their ability to draw
conclusions as me asured by the W r ig ht st on e Test of Critical
Thi nki n g , after they had received specific instruction in this
area .
Hunkins and Shapiro

(1 967 ) found that the type of

questions asked by teachers had some effect on the critical
Hyram ( 1957 ) developed a q u e s 

thinking ability of students.
tioning

technique he called the "Socratic Method"

upper elementary children to draw

logical

conclusions.

found that children who received instruction
Method"

did better on a test of

logical

students who did not receive specific
study conducted by Hunkins

to teach
He

in his "Socratic

thinking than those

instruction.

In another

(1 969 ) he found that the case study

method was an effective way to develop critical
In a study by Cousins

(1962)

thinking.

it was found that students

who were exposed to materials designed to stimulate reflective
thought scored significantly higher on the W a t s o n - G 1aser Test
of Critical

Thinking

than students who did not have this

20
exposure.

Cousins also found that teachers could construct

instruments to measure critical

thinking that were nearly as

reliable and valid as standardized tests in the area of critical
thinking.
test

Morse and McCune

( 196k)

have developed a number of

items and curriculum experiences

that can be used by the

classroom teacher to help students develop their ability to
think critically.
Saadeh

(’969) reports that there is ample research

evidence to indicate that no one me thod of teaching critical
thinking is best for all

children.

Any method that challenges

the child and involves him in the process of critical
is a good procedure to develop critical
Other research evidence that

(et al ,, i960); Raths

thinking ability.

indicates critical

be developed utilizing various methods

thinking

thinking can

is reported by Burton

(ert a 1 ., 1 967 ) ; and Hullfish and Smith

(1961).
Several writers have indicated that critical

thinking

occurs more frequently in a classroom that is flexible as
opposed to rigid or in one in which there is a genuine feeling
of freedom.

Hullfish and Smith

( 196 !, p. 195) have reported

that :
Many teachers believe it is impossible to
foster thought unless a major reorganization of
the curriculum occurs, unless in addition, t e x t 
books and rigid schedul es are replaced by a m u l t i 
tude of materials and a flexible program.
Wallen

(et a 1.,

1963 ) agrees that critical thinking is fostered

by a greater degree of self determination,
curriculum and freedom of behavior.

Taba

flexibility of the
( 1966 ), Russel

(1956),

21
Chausow

(1965), Quinn

(I 965 ), Tate and Staub

agree that type of climate prevalent
the important variables

(196*0* and others

in a class ro om is one of

in developing critical

thinking.

American educators suffering prolonged trauma from the
launching of Sputnik might take heart
in December,

1967* issue of the Phi

in an article reported

Delta K a p p a n .

the K a p p a n , (Elam I967 ) an experimental

group of Leningrad

University students were given a reduced work
of lectures,

load in the areas

seminars, and compulsory assignments.

year of receiving this treatment,
grades as high as the control
personal

As reported in

After one

the experimental

group received

group and showed more progress in

growth and the power of critical analysis.
Taba

(et_ a 1 ., ] $ 6 k)

designed to foster critical
academic achievement.

also found that a classroom model
thinking did not detract from

Rather,

class roo m experience went

those children in this type of

slightly beyond the expected rate of

progress in academic achievement.
Should Critical

Thinking be Taught?

The rationale for teaching critical
in Chapter I.

This section will

thinking was presented

develop this theme more fully

by presenting a brief summary of why critical

thinking should

be taught .
Many writers

(Raths et_ a 1 .; 1 967 * Shaver,

field of thinking theory be 1ieve that critical
be a part of the school

1962)

in the

thinking should

curriculum because it is the basis for

citizenship and social efficiency.

The citizens of an open

22
society have an obligation to be informed and to exercise
critical
Dewey

judgments on the social

(1910,

pp.

and moral

issues of his time.

66 - 67 ) has put the question of citizenship a

bit more strongly in stating that freedom is entirely dependent
upon the trained power of thought.
Duckworth

(1964,

p. 496)

reports that Piaget has stated

in one of his few pronouncements on education

that:

The principal goal of education is to create men
who are capable of doing new things not simply of
repeating what other generations have done--men who
are creative, inventive, and discoverers.
The second
goal of education is to form minds which can be
critical, can verify and not accept everything they
are offered.
Hutchins

(Woodring,

i960 , p. 418)

in an address at the

University of Chicago stated that:
The purpose of edu cation is not to teach men
facts, theories, or laws....It is to unsettle
their minds, wi de n their horizons, inflame their
intellects, teach them to think straight if
possible, but to think always for themselves.
"Change,"
"change"
on.

has become so much a part of our culture that

in and of itself is one of the few things we can count

It would appear

to some

(Kilpatrick,

i960;. Wasserman,

1962)

that the schools would be remiss in their duty to students if
they did not prepare students for change.
precisely what the changes are going to be,

Since we do not know
it would appear that

the one best approach to preparing students for change might be
to help them develop their ability to think critically.

Chausow

(I965 ) reports that a survey of courses of study adopted in the
public schools throughout our nation provides evidence of the
high value educators place on the objective of critical

thinking.
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The North Dakota Course of Study in Social
Department of Public Instruction,

Studies

1 9 6 3 j P* 7)

(North Dakota

lists as one of

its broad aims:
To develop in the student the ability to make
effective decisions as an individual and a citizen.
And

lists as one of the general

objectives:

(1963, p. 7)

Acquire and make use of group planning in order
to develop critical thinking, leadership, and
instill democratic principles.
The development of critical

thinking is one of the

primary objectives of the New School.

A research proposal

developed by the staff of the New School
three questions:

poses the following

1969)

(New School,

Does individualized instruction as practiced
by the teacher lead to desired outcomes, namely,
(a) an improved quality of inter personal
relationships among students and between students
and teachers, (b) improved levels of creativity
among children, and (c) increases in their c r i t 
ical thinking abilities.

Why isn't Critical Think in g Receiving more
Emphasis in the Public Schools?

Taba

(I 965 ) states that

the teaching of thinking has

long been considered the primary business of school, but it
remains a pious hope because,
not well

(a) the process of thinking is

understood by most teachers,

that a large body of factual

(b) teachers have assumed

information had to be presented

before students could be taught

to think, and

(c) it was f u r 

ther assumed that thinking is an automatic by product of s t udy 
ing certain subjects.

Equally critical

of teachers as being

the primary obstacles to the teaching of critical

thinking is

24
De Zafra

(1957, p. 234) who reported:
There are teachers who are emotionalists, who
are protagonists in controversial issues, who the m
selves tend to reason by analogy and illogic, and
who do not consciously cultivate critical thinking
within their pupils.
Teachers tend to teach the low level

in critical
the higher

skills involved

thinking, but do not co nc entrate their efforts on
level

skills necessary for critical

thought.

This

is evidenced in a study reported by Fox (1 962) of 143 secondary
teachers in California.

These

143 teachers

indicated that the

following skills were most difficult to teach:
1.

Teaching students to analyze,

interpret, and

evaluate information
2.

Teaching students to evaluate sources

3.

Teaching students to determine the most reasonable
and

logical

conclusions

And the easiest to teach were such skills as:
1.

Securing information from various sources

2.

Recognizing and clarifying problems through discussion

Fox inferred from the results of this study that teachers were
not teaching the high
Several

level

skills involved in critical

thinking.

authors point out that such things as class

size, other curricular and n o n - c u r r i c u 1ar demands, and a spirit
of anti
critical

i n t e 11e c t u a 1ism combine to hinder growth in the area of
thinking.

(Shaver,

Can Critical

1962;

De Zafra,

1957)

Thinking be Measured?

There appears to be rather strong evidence that critical
thinking can be measured.

Hill

(1959, p. 700)

states:
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If, as this reviewer believes, critical t h i n k 
ing is a central goal of education, serious efforts
to understand it and appraise it must be encouraged.
The number of such efforts has been growing in recent
years and the W a t s o n - G 1aser Critical Thinking
Appraisal is one of the useful instruments for this
purpose.
Thouless
Test

(19^-9, p. 5^*0

in reviewing

the original

Watson-Glaser

states :
The authors have succeeded in making a test which
should prove useful for measurement and diagnosis
and also of educational value to the testees.

Hovland

(1 959^ p. 700)

states:

The W a t s o n - G 1aser Test is a conscientious
imaginative effort to provide appraisal in a
most difficult area--that of "Critical Thinking".
The W a t s o n - G 1aser Test

is perhaps the most widely accepted,

but by no means the only test available in the area of critical
thinking.
of critical

An extensive review of the

literature in the field

thinking yielded a total

of 26 tests that purported

to measure critical

thinking.

for elementary students,
students,

Seven of the tests were intended

seven for junior high or high school

two for college students and nine were intended for

high school

or college students.

Of the seven tests written

for elementary students, only three dealt
social

studies concepts.

specifically with

Copies of these three tests were

obtained by this investigator and a brief summary of each test
is presented following Table

1.
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Table

1

TESTS OF CRITICAL THINKING

COMMENTS

TEST

AUTHOR

Taba, Hi Ida

Social
Test

Edwards,

Critical

Bentley

Studies Inference

Thinking Test

Grades 4, 5, & 6

Grades

10,

11, & 12

Johnson, Alma

Do you Think Straight

Co 1 lege L e v e 1

Raths, L. E.

Ohio Thinking Check Up

Grades 4, 5, & 6

T a b a , Hilda

Evaluation of Critical
Thi nki ng

Grades 9 - 1 2

Terman, Lewis &
M e r r i 11, Maud A.

Revised Stanford-Binet

Grades 2 - 10.
Absurdities Section

Watson, Goodwin B. Test of Critical Thinking
Glaser, Edward M.

High School & Above

Wood, H . B .

Test of Critical Thinking

Junior High School

American Council
on Education

Test of Critical

Grades 10 - 13

Smith,

Interpretation of Data
Test (also Nature of Proof,
Social Problems, Applying
Social Fact)

Grades 7 - 16, Adapted
from P.E.A. 8 year
study

Inductive Reasoning Test

Grades 9 - 1 2

Test of Practical
Judgment

Grades 9 - 1 6

E. R.

Baldwin,

G. B.

Garde 11, A . J .

Hertzka, Alfred F. Logical
& Guilford, J. P.

Thinking

Reasoning Test

Grades 9 - 1 6

American Counci 1
on Education

Critical Ana lysis in
Reading and Writing

Grades 9 - 1 6

Linquist,

Interpretation of
Literary Materials

Grades 9 - 1 2

Test of Critical Thinking
in Social Studies

Co 1 lege L e v e 1

E. F.

Amer i can Counc i 1
on Education
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Table

1

(cont inued)

Test of Critical T h i n k 
ing in Social Studies

Grades 4 - 6

Tate, Merle

Missing Facts Test

Elementary

Maw,

Critical

Grades 4 - 6

Wrightstone,

J. Wayne

Ethel W.

Thinking Test

Ennis, R . H .

Cornell Critical
Thinking Test

High School

0 1 iv e r , D . W . &
Shaver, J. P.

Harvard Social
Ana lysis Test

Junior High

Morse, Horace T. &
McClune, George H.

Selected Items for the
Testing of Study Skills
and Critical Thinking

Upper Elementary
& high School

Tyler, Ralph W.

Ap pli cation of Principles
in General Science

High School

The critical

Issues

thinking test constructed by Ethel Maw (1959)

consists of fourteen paragraphs and 84 questions.

The subject

is

directed to answer each of the 84 questions with either true,
probably true, not enough facts, probably false, or false.
following

is an example of the paragraphs and questions

The

(Maw,

1959>

p. 35) :
Th ere are many kinds of storms.
Some storms are
destructive, but most storms are very useful.
They
help to circulate the air.
They bring rain.
They
clear the air of dirt, soot, and smoke.
T
T
T

PT
PT
PT

NE
NE
NE

PF
PF
PF

F
F
F

T

PT

NE

PF

F

Some storms do great damage.
There is some good in every evil.
Storms are more often destructive
than u s e f u 1 .
The next storm to pass through your
ne igh borhood will be a destructive one.

The test-retest coefficients of reliability were reported to be
.66 for one sample of thirty-three pairs and

.62 in two other
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samples of seventy-six and forty-three
The test of critical
developed by Wr igh tstone
purporting

1959).

thinking in social

studies that was

( 1939 ) consists of three

to measure growth in (1)

conclusions, and (3)

(Maw,

1 5 -minute parts

obtaining facts,

applying general

facts.

(2)

drawing

The test was

reviewed in the 19^+0 Mental Measurements Yearbook and received
rather guarded critiques.
offered by Findley

Typical

(1940, pp.

of the critiques might be one

109-112):

The test is far less useful than it might be and
unless it is carefully revised, is certain to be s u p e r 
seded by other tests that will develop in this field.
The Social

Studies Inference Test developed by Taba

does not yield a single score

in critical

thinking,

(19&4)

but rather

yields scores in the following areas:
1.

2.

Pi scri mi nati o n .

The ability

to discriminate between

the various

items given in the test problem.

Inference.

The ability to draw inferences or to go

beyond that which is given.
3.

Over-generalization.
limits of that which

The ability to recognize the
is given and to refrain from

over-generalizing.
4.

Caution.

The ability to recognize the potential

that which
cautious
There are a total

is given and to refrain from being over

in approaching data.

of 68 items in the test.

Thirty -s ix of these

items can be scored as either Caution or Inference,
generalization and

of

14 as Discri mination.

18 as O v e r 

A complete description

of the test can be found in Chapter III and a sample of the test
is included in the appendix.
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Additional
by Russel
and Berlak
tests

(1956),
(I 966 ).

tests of critical
Dressel

and Mayhew

thinking have been reviewed
( 195*0 > Burton (et a 1 ., I960 )

Although all of these are p a p e r - a n d - p e n c i 1

it would be inaccurate to leave the impression that this is

the only valid way to measure critical
i960 ) points out that

Burton

less formal methods such as check

rating scales, antedotal
will

thinking.

records, observation,

suffice to evaluate critical

( et_ al ,,
lists,

and questionnaires,

thinking abilities.

CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Source of Data
The data utilized in this study was collected from 29 sixth
grade classrooms

located in 18 different cities in the state of

North Dakota as shown on the map presented as Figure 3.

The Social

Studies Inference Test was administered by the

regular classroom teacher to each of the ap pr oximately
that took part

in the study.

All of the classroom teachers who

administered the test attended the
New School

of Behavioral

the Social

1969 summer session of the

Studies in Education and during this

session received instruction
Studies Inference T e s t .

600 students

in the ad mi nis tr ati on of the Social

In addition to the results obtained from

Studies Inference Test

30

(SSIT),

the scores the students
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received on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
Achievement

Series

(SRA) were also obtained. The SSIT scores of

those students who attended school
were not used in several
scores for

(ITBS) and the SRA

at Cannon Ball and Jamestown

of the comparisons because the ITBS

these students were not available to this

General

investigator.

Procedure

The scores received by the students

in the experimental

group on the SSIT were compared with the scores of the students
in the experimental
Lindquist's

group.

These comparisons were made utilizing

(1953) analysis of va riance by

the SRA Achievement

levels.

The ITBS and

Series were used to place each student

of three achievement

levels

(Level

68%; Level III, lower 16%).

I, upper

16%; Level

in one

II, middle

Inter-corre 1ations between the c o m 

ponent parts of the three instruments were also determined.

Instruments

Several

tests of critical

thinking were examined and c o n 

sidered for possible use in this study
1943),

(Raths,

1944),

(Taba,

19^+2) , (Terman,

1942),

(Wood,

1950,

(American Council

Glaser,
1950

(Edwards,

1952),

(Smith,

1950),

(Hertzka and Guilford,

(Baldwin,

1955),

(Lindquist,

(Tyler,

1950),

Shaver,

1962 ), (Tate and Staub,

(Berlak,

(Wrightstone,

1966 ), and (Burton,

1946),

1939),

1937),

(Watson and

(Cardwell,

1950,

(Maw,

(Johnson,

on Education,

(Taba,

(Ennis, Mimo),

1964),

i960 ).

1949),

1959),

1950,

1950),
1964),

(Oliver and
(Russel,

1956),

Most of these tests were not

written for elementary students and among those that were written
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for elementary students only the SSIT,

the Wright stone T e s t , and

Maw's Test pertain to the area of social

studies.

The Wr i ght stone

Test was not used because it received very guarded reviews and
Maw*
12
s Test was not used because the reliability appeared to be
5
*
3
rather

low.

Social

Studies Inference Test
The Social

Studies Inference Test was selected as the

criterion measure of critical

thinking in social

it encompasses many aspects of critical

studies because

thinking that appear to

be commonly reported in the literature of the field.
of critical
et a 1 .,

The aspects

thinking that the SSIT purports to measure are

(Taba

19 6 k ) :
1.

Recognizing and distinguishing one fact or event from
another.

2.

Judging the limits of the data and using inductive
and deductive processes

3.

Ability to predict,

in arriving at abstractions.

interpolate, extrapolate,

esize, explain and recognize casual

hypoth

relations.

k.

Stereotyping, being o v e r - c a u t i o u s , and over-genera 1i z i n g .

5.

Recognizing relevant and irrelevant data.

The SSIT was developed by Taba,

Elzey, and Levine at San

Francisco State College as a part of a social
development project

studies curriculum

(#0E-l0-182) funded by the U. S. Office of

Educat ion.
The test does not provide a single score in "critical
thinking" but,

rather,

yields scores in the following areas

(Taba et a 1 ., 19&4, p. 77):
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1.
2.
3.

4.

The ability to discriminate between the various
items given in the test problem; (Discrimination)
The ability to draw inferences or "to go beyond"
that which is given; (Inference)
The ability to recognize the limits of the data
and to refrain from over-genera 1izing (Over- ge ner al
ization) or conversely, from being over-cautious
(Caution)
The tendency to make errors which represent c o n t r a 
dictions to that provided or suggested by the data,
(errors)

There are a total
test.

of 68 items on the final

form of the

Thirty-six of these items may be scored as either Caution

or Inference,

18 are Over-genera 1ization items and

14 are D i s 

crimination items.
The initial
stories.
social

test consisted of 94 test items based on ten

Each of the ten stories contain information about a

situation and serve as the basis for the test questions

which follow each story.

The stories and the test

items were

reviewed by subject matter supervisors and other staff members
at San Francisco State College.

The test was then rewritten and

administered to a group of older children
ambiguous,

in order to weed out

irrelevant, and overly difficult test

was also administered to individual

students

items.

The test

in grades 3 through 6.

These students were asked to read the test out
verbally to the test

items.

loud and to respond

They were also asked to give the

reason for their choice of answers.

This procedure was taped and

later analyzed to provide a check on vocabulary,

readability, and

whether children provided appropriate generalizations for their
responses.

The test underwent

its second revision at this point.

The revised test was ad mi nistered to subjects
three through six.

in grades

An item analysis and intercorre 1ation revealed
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that certain items were not co ntr ibuting to the overall
of the test.

These items were deleted and the final

test contains

10 stories and 68 test

The internal

design

form of the

items.

consistency of the test was established using

odd-even reliability coefficients corrected by the Spearman-Brown
Prophecy Formula.
at the

.01

All correlations were found to be significant

level as indicated in the table below:

Table 2
ODD- EVE N RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR SOCIAL
STUDIES INFERENCE PRE-TEST SCORES

(N =3 98)
N

I

D

C

0G

3

129

.61

.32

.84

.58

4

58

.64

.63

.66

.63

5

1 16

.85

.72

.90

.77

6

95

.87

.68

.89

•71

398

.85

.72

.86

.79

GRADE

4, 5, 6

Corrected by the Spearman -Brown F o r m u 1a

Several

teachers were asked to judge their students on

each student's ability to draw inferences.

These ratings of the

students by the teachers were then compared to the scores the
students received on the Inference section of the Social
Inference T e s t .

Studies

These co rre lations revealed a range of from

- . 3 2 to +c73 indicating that the test is measu ri ng something
that is observable to certain teachers.

Taba

(1964) points out,
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however,

that this may be a questi on abl e technique to check

val i di t y.
An intercorrelation of the component parts of the SSIT
was computed and revealed that the correlations on the pre
test were of the same ap pro ximate magnitude as the post test
cor re 1at io n s .

Table 3
SSIT INTERCORRELATIONS

Pre-Test
GRADE

N

I -D

I-OG

3

129

. 26* *

.40**

-.09

.13

- .

4

58

.44**

.38**

-.19

.19

-.50**

5

1 16

.5 3 * *

.44**

-.31**

.02

-

6

95

.3 7 * *

.3 9 * *

-.35**

.03

-.47**

.52**

.3 5 * *

-.31**

.00

-.55**

.04

-.43**

.04

-.53**

4,5,6

269

D-C

D-OG

C-0G

3 6**

.66**

Post-Test

129

4

58

5

6

.34**

-

.31*

.3 5 * *

-.05

1 16

.5 3 * *

.18

-.36**

-.09

—«5 1 ' '

95

.47**

.28**

-.37**

-.08

-.41 *

269

=56**

.

1 7*

-.31**

-.13

-.45**

•

3 , 4 , 5 ,6

. 1 8*

00

3

*

These intercorre 1ations shown in Table 3 revealed several
significant relationships between the component parts of the
SSIT.

As expected, a high order co rr elation exists between
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Inference and D i s c r i m i n a t i o n .

It had been hypothesized by Taba

that the good data discriminator wo uld be capable of drawing
inferences and inversely,
skill

that di sc rimination

in drawing valid inferences.

is a necessary

An unexpected high c o r r e l 

ation was also found to exist between Inference and O v e r - g e n 
era 1izat io n .

The student who over-genera 1izes usually does so

on insufficient evidence and co ns equently seldom draws valid
inferences.

This disparity

of the test.

is a reflection of the construction

The student who over-genera 1izes goes too far

beyond the data and the student who is capable of making i n f e r 
ences must also go beyond the data.

A high negative correlation

was found between Discrimination and Caution.
expected because the good data discriminator
to be cautious.
for thinking.

This

is as

is less likely

He has a set to reject "can't tell" as a model
There was no significant relation found between

Discrimination and Over-genera 1ization .

A high negative c o r 

relation was found between Caution and Ov er -genera 1ization .
The cautious

individual

obviously

is not likely to over-genera 1i z e .

Correlations with other variables thought to influence
critical

thinking were also established

(See Table 4).

It was

found that there was no correlation between the socio-economic
status of the parent and the scores the student
the SSIT.

received on

With few exceptions all of the other variables

yielded significant relationships.
than younger students,

Older students did better

high I. Q,. children did better than

low I. Q,. children, good readers did better than poor readers,
students who scored high in social
better than those who scored

low.

studies achievement did
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Table k

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE SOCIAL STUDIES INFERENCE TEST SCORES
(PRE-TEST) AND CHRONOLOGICAL AGE, M E NTA L AGE, AND GRADE PLACEMENT
SCORES ON READING AND SOCIAL STUDIES ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

Grade

N

I

D

4,5,6

269

.28**

.30**

3

129

.09

4

58

.27*

5

1 16

6

95

3

129

-.20*

4

58

5

1 16

6

Age

Readi ng

Social

C

0G

-.10

-.06

.08

.07

-.05

.17

.05

-.02

.3 6**

.01

-.14

.08

.34**

-.02

-.25*

.10

.3 7** -.21 *

.27

.26*

.11

.00

.22*

.36**

.12

-.21*

95

.07

.35**

.01

-.37**

Studies k

58

.33*

.35**

.13

•06

5

1 16

.22*

•
-p°p
a.

Mental

Coeffi ci e n t s )

•
N>
CO

C h r o n o 1ogical Age

(Pearsons Product Moment

. 16

-.29**

6

95

.32 **

.00

-. k2 **

.15

Iowa Test of Basic Skills
The Iowa Test of Basic Skills was designed to measure
skills

in five areas:

and arithmetic.

vocabulary,

The test

reading,

language, work study,

is intended for students in grades

three through nine and there is a separate battery of tests for
each grade 1eve 1 .
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According to Lindquist and Hieronymus

(1964)

the ITBS

serves the following basic purposes:
1.

To enable the teacher and administrator to become
more quickly and dependably acquainted with the
educational

accomplishments and abilities of each

student .
2.

To supply the teacher,

counselor,

pupil, and parent

with impor tant information needed for effective
gui d a n c e .
3.

To provide school

officials with an objective and

dependable basis for the evaluation of school

and

class achievement.
The reliability coefficients for the test were computed
by the split-half method and were based on 2,626 cases drawn
at random.

The reliability of the various sub sections of the

test ranged from a low of

.76 to a high of .98 .

reliability for grade six was reported to be
ability for the work study skills was

The composite

.98 and the r e li 

.92 (See Table 5).

The predictive validity of the ITBS was determined in
1950,

1958, and

in Table 6.

1962.

The data from the 1962 study is reported

These values compare favorably with other predictive

studies when intelligence or grade point average
(Kost,

1969).

is utilized
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Table 5
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR GRADE SIX
ITBS AND SRA ACHIEVEMENT SERIES

TEST
SKILL

ITBS

SR A

Work Study Ski 11s
Maps
Graphs
R efer ences
Charts
Total Work Study Skills

.80
.76
.92
.92

.91
.88
.9^

Reading
V o c a b u 1ary
Reading
Reading Comprehension
Total Reading Skills

.90
.91

•92

.93

.88
.95

.91

.91

Language Arts
Spelling
Capitalization
Punctuati on
Usage
Total Language Arts Skills

.87

.87

.88

.87
.85
•95

.87
.96

Ar ithmet ic
Concepts
Problems
Reasoni ng
Total Ar i thmet i c

.86
.81

.86

.8k

.87
.89

.9k

SocialStudiesTotal

.87

Science Total

.8k

Compos i te

.98

.98

4©
Table

6

IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS PREDICTIVE VALIDITY

ITED
GRADE
10
11

I TBS
GRADE
8

.93

12

HIGH
SCHOOL
GPA

ACT

1st SEM
COLLEGE
GPA

.82

.90

.65

.92 .92

Science Research Associates Achievement

1st YEAR
COLLEGE
GPA

.66

Series

The Science Research Associates Achievement

Series

(Thorpe, et a 1., 1963) was designed to measure skills in seven
areas:

work study, reading,

language arts,

science, modern math, and arithmetic.
for students

social

studies,

The test is intended

in grades four through six and the authors

among its several

list

uses:

1.

To provide a syst em-wide survey.

2.

To show relative abilities within a group.

3.

To analyze individual

4.

To diagnose group strength and weaknesses.

5.

To be used as a basis for curriculum evaluation.

6.

To judge efficiency of various teaching techniques.

7.

To provide data for educational

strengths and weaknesses.

or vocational

gui dance .
Kuder-Rich ar dso n reliability coefficients of internal

con

sistency were computed for each section of the test and are
based on 2,700 cases drawn at random from among the several
geographic regions within the United States.
coefficients for the various

The reliability

sub sections of the test ranged

from a low of

.84 to a high of

.98 .

for grade six was reported to be
the work-study skill was

The composite reliability

.98 and the reliability for

.94 (See Table 5).

Research Population

The research sample u tilized
sisted of 643 students enrolled in
located in 18 communities

in this investigation c o n 

29 sixth grade classrooms

in the state of North Dakota.

Two

hundred and twenty four of these students had been enrolled in
classrooms which were taught by New School
I968-69 school
mental

group

New School

teachers during the

year and these students constitute the e x p e r i 

(New School

students).

The control

group

(Non

students) consists of the remaining 419 students

who had not been previously e nrolled in classrooms taught by
New School

teachers.

were male and
trol

group,

Of the 224 in the experimental

102 were female.

210 were male and

Of the 419 students

group,

in the c o n 

209 were female.

Table 7
RESEARCH POPULATION

SCHOOL

Lawton

STUDENTS IN
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

STUDENTS IN
CONTROL GROUP

7

Mi 1nor

25

T owner

49

4

Mandan

3

72

Madi son

18

122

42
Table 7
(conti nued)
Petersburg

10

Edmore

21

Cannon B a 1 1

11

S t . Thoma s

22

Washington

28

Rutland

8 .

28

Webster

49

Starkweather

17

Jamestown

31

Ve 1va

15

10

Lakota

34

1

Minot

70

86

Scranton

24

Total

224

419

Treatment of the Data

The experimental
pared with the control
basis of the Social

group

group

(New School

students) were c o m 

(Non New School

students)

on the

Studies Inference Test to determine if

there were any significant differences in their ability to
t h i n k ' c r i t i c a 11y .
critical

The SSIT was also utilized in comparing the

thinking of boys and girls within and among the

experimental

and control

groups.

The Iowa Test of Basic Skills was used to determine if
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there were any significant differences
Skills" of the experimental

and control

The basic statistical

1953> p. 21).

group and the experimental

groups.

design utilized in making these

comparisons was analysis of variance,
(Lindquist,

in the "Work Study

t r ea t m e n t - b y -1 eve 1s

The students in both the control
group were assigned to sub groups

based on the composite score they received on either the ITBS
or the SRA Achievement

Series.

These sub groups were created

by placing all of the 224 New School

students in rank order on

the basis of their composite score on either the ITBS or the
SRA Test and then grouping the upper
dents into the Achievement

Level

16 percent of those s t u 

I sub group.

Achievement

Level

II consisted of middle 68 percent of the students and A c h i e v e 
ment

Level III consisted of the

School

students.

ing Non Ne w School

lower

16 percent of the New

The same procedure was followed for a s s i g n 
students to one of three Achievement

The 419 Non New School

Levels.

students were placed in rank order on

the basis of their composite score on either the ITBS or the
SRA Test.

The top 16 percent of the Non New School

were then placed in the Achievement

Level

middle 68 percent of the Non New School
in Achievement
New School

Level

II and the lower

students

I sub group.

The

students were placed

16 percent of the Non

students were placed in Achievement

Level III.

Tests of significance were then made among and between the
three

levels in the experimental

for the several variables under
"F ratios" were found,

group and in the control
investigation.

group

Where significant

Dunn's "c" Test was used to further
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isolate the significance

(Dunn,

1 9 6 1 , pp. 52-64).

The ITBS and the SRA Achievement

Series along with the

SSIT were used to determine if there was a significant r e la t i o n 
ship between the students'
"Work Study Skills",

ability to think critically,

their

their academic achievement or the method

in which the test was administered.

Pearsons Product-Moment

Correlation Coefficient was utilized in making these comparisons
(Ed wa rd s, 1967 )•
The reliability of the Social

Studies Inference Test

was calculated utilizing od d-even correlation coefficients
corrected by the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula
1964, pp.

176-177).

(Edwards,

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The analysis of the data for each of the several
questions

is presented in this chapter.

research q uestion numbers one,

The data pertaining to

six, and seven have been analyzed

by computing correlation coefficients.
research question numbers

research

two, three,

The data pertaining to
four, and five have been

analyzed utilizing analysis of variance and will

be restated

in the null hypothesis form in order to more clearly and c o n 
cisely present the data.

Research Question Number One

Is the Social

Studies Inference Test

(SSIT) reliable

for the purpose of this study?
The interna]

reliability of the SSIT was determined by

computing odd-even correlation coefficients.

These values were

adjusted utilizing the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula
1964).
.01

(Edwards,

All correlations were found to be significant at the

level and of the same approximate magni tu de as reported

by Taba

(e_t a 1 ., 1964).

reported in Table 8.

These correlation coefficients are

The reliability of the Inference section

of the SSIT was reported by Taba to be
coefficient of

.870 and a reliability

.767 was arrived at by this investigator.

The

reliability of the Discrimination section was reported by Taba

45
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to be
.570.

.680 and this investigator found the reliability to be
Taba reported a reliability of

.890 for the Caution

section and in this study it was found to be .824.

The r e l i a 

bility of the Over-genera 1ization section was reported by Taba
to be

.710 and in this study it was found to be .628.
Table 8
ODD-EVEN RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS FOR SOCIAL
STUDIES INFERENCE TEST

SOURCE OF DATA

N

I-Inference,

C

OG

.870**

.680**

.890**

.710 **

643

.767**

.570**

.824**

.628**

D-Di scr imi nation,

'“ '•Significant at the

D

95

Taba
Thompson

I

.01

C-Caution, OG- Ov er- ge nera li zat io n

level

The relationship between the component parts of the SSIT
were also computed and compared to the results obtained in the
Taba study

(See Table 9)-

It was found that four out of the five

comparisons that were made were significant at the
These findings are almost identical
Taba

(et_ a 1 ., 1964).

.01

level.

to the findings reported by

Taba found significant positive c o r r e l a 

tions between the s t u d e n t s 1 ability to draw valid

inferences and

their ability to discriminate and to over-genera 1i z e .

She also

found a significant negative correlation between Discrimination
and Caution, and also between Caution and Over-genera 1i z a t i o n .
However,

the correlation between Discrimination and O v e r - g e n e r 

alization, while positive, was non significant.

hi
Table 9
INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPONENTS OF SSIT

STUDY

GRADE

N

I -D

I -OG

D-OG

D-C

C-OG

Taba

6

95

.37**

.39**

-.35**

.03

-.47**

Thompson

6

689

.45**

.40**

-. 25 **

.08

-.5 4**

I-Inference,

D-Di scr imi nation, C-Caution, OG-Over- ge nera li zat io n

-''-'Significant at the

.01

level

Research Question Number Two
Is there a significant difference at the various a c h i e v e 
ment

levels in the critical

thinking abilities of sixth grade

students who have been enrolled

in New School

classrooms for one

year as compared to sixth grade students who have not been
enrolled in New School

classrooms?

The scores that the New School

students received on the

various sections of the SSIT were compared to the scores of the
Non New School

students to determine if any significant d i f f e r 

ences existed between the two groups in the area of critical
thinking.

These comparisons were made utilizing analysis of

var iance-treatment by levels.
I-upper

16%, Level

The achievement

II-mid 68%, and Level

levels

Ill-lower

establishe d using the composite score the student

(Level

16%) were
received on

either the ITBS or the SRA test.
Null Hypothesis Number

1

There are no significant differences
draw valid inferences between the New School

in the ability to
students and the

48
Non New School

students at the different achievement

levels.

The results for the Inference section of the SSIT when
using the total sample of students,
level, are reported in Table
treatment F ratio of 0.95

10.

Based on a non-significant

(See Table

of no difference between New School
students must be retained.
row (achievement

grouped by achievement

11) the null

hypothesis

students and Non New School

The analysis indicated a significant

level) effect.

Dunn's "c"

test was used to

determine wh ich of the differences between the means for Inference
were significant
Level

(See Table

12).

It was found that Achievement

I students scored significantly higher on the Inference

section of the SSIT than either Achievement
ment Level

III students.

Level II or A c h i e v e 

It was also found thyat Achievement

Level II students scored significantly higher than Achievement
Level III

students.

Null Hypothesis Number 2
There are no significant differences
discriminate between the New School
School

in the ability to

students and the Non New

students at the different achievement

levels.

The results for the Di sc rimination section of the SSIT
when using the total

sample of students,

level, are reported in Table

13.

grouped by achievement

Based on a significant t r e a t 

ment F ratio which favored the Non New School
the New School

students,

must be rejected

the null

(See Table

14).

a significant row (achievement

students over

hypothesis of no difference
The analysis also indicated

level) effect.

Dunn's "c" Test

Table

10

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE INFERENCE
SECTION OF THE SSIT
New School
M
SD
N

Leve 1

Non New School
N
M
SD

N

Leve 1
M

SD

I

35

17.20

5.40

58

17.86

4.82

93

17.61

5.05

II

146

14.27

4.88

249

14.47

4.90

395

14.40

4.89

III

35

12.54

3.7^

58

13.60

5.07

93

13.20

4.64

216

14.46

4.99

365

14.87

5.09

581

Total

Table

11

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TREATMENT BY LEVELS ON THE
INFERENCE SECTION OF SSIT

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P

Treatment

1

22.88

22.88

0 .95

NS

Le v e1s

2

1033.00

51 6. 50

21 .54

.001

Interact ion

2

15.19

7.59

0 .32

NS

580

Total

Table

12

COMPARISON OF MEANS BY AC HI EVEMENT LEVEL FOR
INFERENCE SECTION OF SSIT

Leve 1

Di fferences

Means

11c"

I -II

1 7 .6 1 -14.40

3.21

14. 86**

I -III

17.61-13.20

4.41

1 2 .75**

II -III

14.40-13.20

1 .20

5. 55**

VnV Significant at the

.01

Level
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was used to determine which of the differences between the means
for Discrimination were significant
found that Achievement

(See Table

15).

It was

Level I students scored significantly

higher on the measure of Discrimination than either Achievement
Level II or Achievement

Level

III

students.

that Achievement

Level

II students

than Achievement

Level

III students.

Table

It was also found

scored significantly higher

13

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DISCRIMINATION
SECTION OF SSIT

N

Leve 1

New School
M
SD

Non New School
N
M
SD

Leve 1
M

N

SD

I

35

8.31

2.23

58

9.05

1 .71

93

8.77

1 .95

II

146

6.55

2.16

249

6.87

2. 32

395

6.75

2.26

35

4.97

1 .92

58

5.41

2.11

93

5.25

2.05

216

6.58

2.34

365

6.98

2.43

581

III
Tota 1

Table

14

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TREATMENT BY LEVELS ON THE
DISCRIMINATION SECTION OF SSIT

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mea n
Square

F
Ratio

Treatment

1

22.24

22.24

4.66

.05

Leve 1s

2

587.05

293.52

61 .46

.001

Interact ion

2

3.29

1 .64

0.34

NS

580

3.29

1 .64

0.34

NS

Total

P
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Table

15

COMPARISON OF MEANS BY ACHIEVEMEMENT LEVEL FOR
DISCRIMINATION SECTION OF SSIT

Leve 1

Means

"c"

I -II

8.77-6.75

2.02

20.20**

I -III

8.77-5.25

3.52

22.71**

11-111

6.75-5.25

1 .50

15.00**

** Significant at the

Null

Differences

.01 Level

Hypothesis Number 3
There are no significant differences

in the ability to

refrain from being over cautious in approaching data between
the New School

students and the Non New School

different achievement

students at the

levels.

The results for the Caution section of the SSIT when
using the total

sample of students, grouped by achievement

level, are reported on Table
treatment F ratio of 0.18

16.

Based on a non-significant

(See Table

of no difference between New School
students must be retained.
cant row (achievement

level)

17) the null

hypothesis

students and Non New School

The analysis did indicate a s i g n i f i 
effect of 5.37-

Dunn's "c" test

was used to determine which of the differences between means
for Caution were significant
Achievement

Level

III

(See Table

18).

It was found that

students scored significantly better on

the measure of Caution than either Achievement Level
Achievement Level II students.

I or

It was also found that

52
Table

16

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE CAUTION
SECTION OF THE SSIT

Leve 1

N

Non New School
N
M
SD

New School
M
SD

N

Leve 1
M

SD

35

16.00

5.62

58

15.28

5.31

93

15.55

5.44

II

146

16.30

6.09

249

16.81

5.75

395

16.62

5.89

III

35

14.63

5.09

58

14.47

6.27

93

14.53

5.86

216

15.98

5.90

365

16.19

5.85

581

I

Total

Table

17

SUMMARY TABLE FOR TREATMENT BY LEVELS ON THE
CAUTION SECTION OF SSIT

Degrees of
F reedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

Treatment

1

6.13

6.13

Levels

2

366.25

Interact ion

2

29.75

P

0.18

NS

5.37

.05

14.88

0.44

NS

00

Tota 1

F
Ratio

•
CO

Source of
Variation

580

Table

18

COMPARISON OF MEANS BY ACH IE VEM EN T LEVEL FOR
THE CAUTION SECTION OF SSIT

Means

Leve 1

Di fferences

"c"

I -II

15.55-16.62

-1 . 0 7

I -III

15.55-14.53

1 .02

2.48*

II - I I I

16.62-14.53

2.09

8.01**

Significant

at

the

.05

Level

**

Significant

4.83**

at

the

.01

Level

53
Achievement

Level I students scored significantly better than

Achievement Level

II students.

Null Hypothesis Number 4
There are no significant differences in the ability to
refrain from Over-genera 1ization between the New School
and the Non New School

students

students at the different achievement

1eve 1s .
The results of the 0 ver-genera 1ization section of the
SSIT for the total

sample of students,

level, are reported in Table
treatment ratio of 0 . 0 5

19.

Based on a non-significant

(See Table 2 0 ) the null hypothesis of

no difference between New School
students must be retained.
cant row (achievement

grouped by achievement

students and Non N e w School

The analysis indicated a s i g n i f i 

level) effect of 3.91.

Dunn's "c" test

was used to determine which of the differences between means
for Over-genera 1ization were significant
was found that Achievement

Level

(See Table 2 1 ).

It

I students scored significantly

better on the measure of Over-genera 1ization than Achievement
Level

III students and that Achievement Level

scored significantly better than Achievement

II students also
Level III

students.

No significant differences were found between Achievement
I students and Achievement

Level II

Level

students.

Research Question Number Three

Is there a significant difference

in the critical

thinking ability of boys as compared to the critical
ability of girls?

thinking

54
Table

19

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE O V E R 
GE NER ALIZATION SECTION OF SSIT

N

Leve 1

New School
M
SD

Non New School
N
M
SD

N

Leve 1
M

SD

I

35

5.91

2.68

58

5.95

2.71

93

5.94

2.71

II

146

6.68

3.26

249

6.45

2.96

395

6.54

3.08

35

6.83

2.55

58

7.38

3.18

93

7.17

2.97

216

6.58

3.08

365

6.52

2.99

581

III
Total

Table 20
SUMMARY TABLE FOR TREATMENT BY LEVEL ON THE O V E R 
GE NER ALIZATION SECTION OF SSIT

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

Treatment

1

0.46

0.46

0.05

NS

L e v e 1s

2

71.14

35.57

3.91

.05

Interact!on

2

10.81

5.41

0.59

NS

P

580

Total

Table 21
COMPARISON OF MEANS BY AC HI EVEMENT LEVEL FOR THE
OV ER- GE N E RA LI Z A T I O N SECTION OF SSIT

Leve 1

Means

Di fferences

"c"

I -II

5.94-6.54

- 0.60

4.48**

I -III

5.94-7.17

-1 .23

5.74**

II -III

6.54-7.17

-0.63

4.7 0**

** Significant at the

.01

Leve 1
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The scores that the boys received on the various sections
of the SSIT were compared to the scores the girls received on
the various sections of the SSIT to determine if any significant
differences existed between the two groups
thinking.

Additional

in the area of critical

comparisons were made between New School

students and Non New School

students.

These comparisons were

made utilizing analysis of va riance and are reported in Tables

29 .

22 through

Null

Hypothesis Number

1

There are no significant differences

in the ability to

draw valid inferences between boys and girls.
The results for the Inference section of the SSIT when
using the total

sample of students are reported in Table 22.

on a non-significant row effect and a non-significant
ratio,

interaction

the null hypothesis of no difference must be retained.

Table 22
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
ON THE INFERENCE SECTION OF THE SSIT

Sex

N

New School
SD
M

Non New School
M
SD
N

N

Total
M

SD

Boys

122

14.44

5.25

210

14.63

5.36

332

14.56

5.32

Girls

102

14.36

4.62

209

14.16

4.91

311

14.23

4.82

Total

224

14.41

4.97

419

14.40

5.15

643

14.40

Null Hypothesis Number 2
There are no significant differences
discriminate between boys and girls.

Based

in the ability to
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Table 23
SUMMARY TABLE FOR SEX BY GROUP ON THE
INFERENCE SECTION OF SSIT

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P

Sex

1

18.31

18.31

0.70

NS

Group

1

0.00

0.00

0.00

NS

Interact i on

1

5.69

5.69

0.22

NS

Total

642

16,652.31
Table 24

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE
DISCRIMINATION SECTION OF THE SSIT
N ewi School
M
SD

Non New School
N
M
SD

N

Total
M

2.49

332

6.82

2 .41

6.80

2.49

311

6.71

2 .47

6.87

2.49

643

6.77

Sex

N

Boys

122

6.61

2.37

210

6.94

Girls

102

6.51

2.42

209

Total

224

6.57

2.33

419

SD

Table 25
SUMMARY TABLE FOR SEX BY GROUP ON THE
DISCRIMINATION SECTION OF SSIT

Source of
Var ia t i on

Degrees of
Fr eedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P

Sex

1

2.12

2.12

0.36

NS

Group

1

13.72

13.72

2.30

NS

Interaction

1

0.51

0.51

0.09

NS

Tota 1

642

3829.01
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The results of the Discrimination section of the SSIT
for the total

sample of students are reported in Table 2 k .

Based on a non-significant treatment ratio of 0.36

(See Table

25 ) the null hypothesis of no difference between boys and
girls must be retained.

The analysis also indicated a n o n 

significant row (New School
non-significant

and Non New School) effect and a

interaction ratio.

Null Hypothesis Number

3

There are no significant differences

in the ability to

refrain from being over-cautious between boys and girls.
The results of the Caution section of the SSIT for the
total

sample of students, are reported

in Table 26.

a non-significant treatment ratio of 2.72,
null

(See Table 27) the

hypothesis of no difference between boys and girls must

be retained.
row

Based on

The analysis also indicated a non-significant

(New School

compared to Non New School)

effect and a n o n 

significant interaction ratio.

Null

Hypothesis Number k
There are no significant differences

in the ability to

refrain from Over-genera 1izing between boys and girls.
The results of the Ove r- genera 1ization section of the
SSIT for the total

sample of students are reported in Table 28.

Based on a non-significant treatment ratio of 0.01,

(See Table

29 ) the null, hypothesis of no difference between boys and
girls must be retained.

The analysis also indicated a n o n 

significant row (New School

compared to Non New School)

effect
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Table 26
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE
CAUTION SECTION OF THE SSIT
New School
SD
M

Non New School
N
M
SD

N

Total
M

SD

1 .28

331

16.10

6.31

16.89

5.71

311

16.79

5.59

16.58

6.01

643

16.38

Sex

N

Boys

122

15.55

6.3k

210

16.28

Girls

102

16.59

5.32

209

Total

224

16.02

5.92

419

Table 27
SUMMARY TABLE FOR SEX BY GROUP ON THE
CAUTION SECTION OF SSIT

Source of
Variation

Sum of
Squares

Degrees of
Freedom

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P

Sex

1

97.31

97.31

2.72

NS

Group

1

45.31

45.31

1 .27

NS

Interaction

1

1 .56

1 .56

0.04

NS

642

Total

23,024.38

Table 28
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS ON THE
O VE R- G EN ERA LIZ AT IO N SECTION OF THE SSIT

Sex

N

New School
SD
M

Non New School
N
M
SD

N

Total
M

SD

Boys

122

6.58

3.08

210

6.28

3.20

332

6.39

3.16

Girls

102

6.56

3.08

219

6.28

2.93

311

6.37

2.98

Total

224

6.57

3 .08

419

6.28

3.07

643

6.38
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T a b l e 29
SUMMARY TABLE FOR SEX BY GROUP ON THE
O VE R- GE NER AL IZA TI ON SECTION OF SSIT

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P

1

0.06

0.06

0.01

NS

Group

1

12.67

12.67

1 .33

NS

Interaction

1

NS

642

Total

of

I
O
•
O

-P-

Sex

1
O
•
O
O

Source of
Variation

-0.04

6079.42

1.33 and a non-significant

interaction of 0.00.

Research Question Number Four

Is there a significant difference

in the critical

thinking ability of those students who read the SSIT i n de p e n d 
ently as compared to those students who had the test read to
them by their teacher?
The scores of the students who read the SSIT i n de p e n d 
ently were compared to the scores for the students who had the
SSIT read to them to determine if there were any significant
differences between the two groups of students.
comparisons were made between New School
School

students.

students and Non New

These comparisons were made using two-way

analysis of variance.
found,

Additional

Where significant differences were

Dunn's "c" test was used to isolate the difference.

60

Null

Hypothesis Number

1

There are no significant differences

in the ability to

draw valid inference between those students who read the SSIT
independently and those students who had the SSIT read to them
by their teacher.
The results for the Inference section of the SSIT for
the total

sample of students are reported in Table 30.

on a non-significant treatment ratio of 2.17,

Based

(See Table 31)

the null

hypothesis of no difference between students who read

the test

independently

(hereafter referred to as SSITi ) and

those who had the test read to them (hereafter referred to as
S S I T d ) must be retained.

The analysis also indicated a n o n 

significant row (New School

compared to Non New School)

effect,

but did reveal a significant interaction ratio of 10.01.
Dunn's "c" test was used to determine which of the differences
between the means were significant and are reported in Table 32.
It was found that Non New School

SSITd students scored s i g n i f i 

cantly higher than either Non New School
School
SSITi

SSITd students.

SSITi

students or New

It was also found that New School

students scored significantly higher than either New

School

SSITd or Non New School

SSITi

students.

Null Hypothesis Number 2
There are no significant differences

in the ability to

discriminate between those students who read the SSIT i n de p e n d 
ently and those students who had the SSIT read to them by their
teacher
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Table 30
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SSITi AND SSITd STUDENTS
ON THE INFERENCE SECTION OF THE SSIT

SSITd2

SSITi1

SD

N

M

SD

27

12.48

3.80

216

14.41

5.04

5.28

132

15.43

4.62

463

14.43

5.12

5.24

159

14.93

4.61

622

M

SD

189

14.68

5.14

Non New
Schoo1

-4*
<N

M

N

13.94

Total

463

14.24

Group

New School

1.
2.

Group

N

SSITi

- Social Studies Inference Test read independently
by student
SSITd - Social Studies Inference Test read to student
by teacher

Table 31
SUMMARY TABLE FOR TR E AT M E N T BY GROUP
ON THE INFERENCE SECTION OF SSIT

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Treatment

1

Group
Interaction
Tota 1

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P

55.75

55.75

2.17

NS

1

0.00

0.00

0.00

NS

1

256.50

256.50

10.01

621

16,155.50

.01

The results of the Discrimination section of the SSIT
for the total

sample of students are reported in Table 33.

Based on a non-significant treatment ratio of 0.09,
34) the null

(See Table

hypothesis of no difference between SSITi

students
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Table 32
COMPARISON OF MEANS BETWEEN SSITi AND SSITd STUDENTS ON THE
INFERENCE SECTION OF THE SSIT

Group

Means

Di fferences

P

"c"

I -II

14.68-12.48

2.20

6.15

.05

I-111

14.68-13.94

0.74

3.27

.01

I-IV

14.68-15.43

0.75

2.68

.05

11 -111

12.48-13.94

1 .46

5.25

.01

II -IV

12.48-15.43

2.95

7.53

.01

III-IV

13.94-15.43

1 .49

6.59

.01

Group I dent i f icat i on
I - New School
III

SSITi

- Non New School

II - New School
SSITi

IV - Non New School

and SSITd students must be retained.
a significant row (New School
of

3 .8 7 .

SSITd
SSITd

The analysis did indicate

compared to Non New School)

effect

Dunn's "c" test was used to determine which of the

differences between means were significant and are reported in
Table 35.

It was found that the Non New School

SSITd students

scored significantly higher than either the New School
or the New School

SSITd students,

but there was no significant

difference between the Non New School
School SSITd students.
School
SSITi

SSITi

SSITi

SSITi

and the Non New

It was also found that the Non New

students scored higher than either the New School

or the New School

SSITd students.

The New School

students scored significantly higher than the New School
students

SSITi
SSITd
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Table 33
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SSITi AND SSITd STUDENTS
ON THE DISCRIMINATION SECTION OF THE SSIT

SSITi1
Group

SSITd2

N

M

SD

New School

I89

6.61

2.39

27

6.04

1.79

216

6.54

2.23

Non New
Schoo1

21b

6.90

2.48

132

7.02

2.42

406

6.94

2.47

Total

463

6.78

2.45

159

6.85

2.35

622

1.
2.

N

Group

M

SD

N

M

SD

SSITi

- Soci a 1 Studies Inference Test read i n d e p e n d e n t 1y
by student
SSITd - Social Studies Inference Test read to student
by teacher

Table 34
SUMMARY TABLE FOR TREATMENT BY GROUP ON THE
DISCRIMINATION SECTION OF SSIT

Source of
Var iat ion

Degrees of
Freedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P

Treatment

1

0.55

0.55

0.09

NS

Group

1

22.73

22.73

3.87

.05

Interact i on

1

8.32

8.32

1 .42

NS

Total

621

3657.89
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Table 35
COMPARISON OF MEANS BETWEEN SSITi AND SSITd STUDENTS ON THE
DISCRIMINATION SECTION OF THE SSIT

Group

Means

"c"

Di fferences

P

I -II

6.61-6,0k

.57

3.35

.01

I -III

6.61-6.90

.29

2.64

.05

I -IV

6.61-7.02

.41

3.06

.01

11-111

6.04-6.90

.86

6.42

.01

■II -IV

6.04-7.02

.98

5.24

.01

III -IV

6.90-7.02

.12

1.09

NS

Group Identification
I- New School
III

SSITi

- Non New School

II - N ew School
SSITi

SSITd

IV - Non New School

SSITd

Null Hypothesis Number 3
There are no significant differences

in the ability to

refrain from being over-cautious between those students who
read the SSIT independently and those students who had the
SSIT read to them by their teacher.
The results of the Caution section of the SSIT for the
total

sample of students are reported in Table 36.

a significant treatment ratio of 7.12,
no difference between SSITi

the null

Based on

hypothesis of

students and SSITd students must

be rejected

(See Table 37).

significant

interaction ratio of 6.30 but a non-significant

row effect of I. 67 .

The analysis also indicated a

Dunn's "c"

test was used to determine
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which of the differences between the means were significant and
are reported in Table 38.

It was found that Non New School

SSITd students scored significantly better than either the Non
New School
School
SSITi

SSITi

SSITi

students, New School

students.

SSITd students or New

It was also found that the New School

students scored significantly better than the Non New

School

SSITi

students.

between the New School

No si gnificant differences were found
SSITi

students and the New School

SSITd

students .
Table 36
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SSITi AND SSITd STUDENTS
ON THE CAUTION SECTION OF SSIT

SSITi1
Group

SSITd

N

M

SD

New School

189

15.93

6.07

Non New
Schoo1

274

17.38

Total

363

16.79

1.
2.

N

2

Group

M

SD

N

M

SD

27

16.48

5.63

216

16.00

5.98

6.14

132

15.10

5.30

4o6

16.64

5.98

6.15

159

15.33

5.32

622

SSITi

- Social Studies Inference Test read independently
by student
SSITd - Social Studies Inference Test read to student
by teacher

Null Hypothesis Number 4
There are no significant di ff erences in the ability to
refrain from Over-genera 1izing between those students who read
the SSIT independently and those students who had the SSIT read
to them by their teacher.
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Table 37
SUMMARY TABLE FOR TR EATMENT BY GROUP ON THE
CAUTION SECTION FOR THE SSIT

Source of
Variation

Degrees of
F r eedom

Treatment

1

250.50

250.50

7.12

.01

Group

1

58.69

58.69

1 .67

NS

Interaction

1

221.75

221.75

6.30

.05

Total

621

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P

22,279.19

Table

38

COMPARISON OF MEANS BETWEEN SSITi AND SSITd STUDENTS ON THE
CAUTION SECTION OF THE SSIT

Group

Means

Di fferences

"c"

P

I-II

15.93-16.48

.55

1 .31

(NS)

I-III

15.93-17.38

1 .41

5.89

.01

I -IV

15.93-15.10

.83

2.56

.05

II-III

16.48-17.38

-.90

2.76

.05

II -IV

16.48-15.10

1 .38

3 .01

.01

III -IV

17.38-15.10

2.28

8.60

.01

Group Identification
I - New School
III

SSITi

- Non New School

II
SSITi

- New School

SSITd

IV - Non New School

SSITd
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The results of the Over-genera 1ization section of the
SSIT for the total

sample of students are reported in Table 39.

Based on a significant treatment ratio of

11.52, the null

hypothesis of no difference between SSITi

students and SSITd

students must be rejected
indicated a significant

(See Table 40).

The analysis also

interaction ratio of 8.63 and a non-

siginificant row effect of

1.20.

Dunn's "c" test was used to

determine which of the differences between the means were
significant and are reported
the Non New School
than either

SSITi

in Table 6-1.

students scored significantly better

the Non New School

students, or the New School
that the New School

SSITd students, New School

SSITd students.

the New School

SSITi

It was also found

SSITd students and the New School

students scored significantly better
SSITd students.

It was found that

SSITi

than the Non New School

No significant differences were found between
SSITi and New School

SSITd students.

Table 39
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SSITi AND SSITd STUDENTS
ON THE OVE R-G EN ERA LIZ AT IO N SECTION OF THE SSIT

SSITi1
Group

N

M

Group

SSITd2
SD

N

M

SD

N

M

New School

189

6.59

3.12

27

6.26

2.80

216

6.55

Non New
Schoo1

27^

5.80

3.04

132

7.23

2.92

406

6.27

Total

463

6.12

3.10

159

7.07

2.91

622

1.
2.

SSITi

SD

3.08

- Social Studies Inference Test read independently
by student
SSITd - Social Studies Inference Test read to student
by teacher
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Table 40
SUMMARY TABLE FOR TREATMENT BY GROUP ON THE
O VE R- G EN ERA LIZ AT IO N SECTION OF THE SSIT

Source of
Variati on

Degrees of
F reedom

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P

Treatment

1

106.41

106.41

1 1 .52

.01

Group

1

1 1 .07

1 1 .07

1 .20

NS

Interact ion

1

79.71

79.71

8.63

.01

Total

621

5903.89

Table 41
COMPARISON OF MEANS FOR SSITi AND SSITd STUDENTS ON THE
O VE R-G EN ERA LIZ AT IO N SECTION OF THE SSIT

Group

Means

Di fferences

"c"

P

I -II

6 .59-6.26

.33

1 .54

(NS)

I -III

6 .59-5.80

.79

5.90

.01

I -IV

6 .59-7.23

.64

3.83

.01

II -III

6 .26-5.80

.46

2.75

.05

II -IV

6 .26-7.23

.97

4.13

.01

III -IV

5 .80-7.23

1.43

10.67

.01

Group Identification
I - New School
III

SSITi

- Non New School

II
SSITi

- New School

SSITd

IV - Non New School

SSITd
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Research Question Number Five

Is there a significant difference in the "Work Study
Skills 11 between those students who have been enrolled in New
School

classrooms for one year and those students who have not

been enrolled in New School

classrooms?

The scores that the New School

students received on

the "Work Study Skills" section of the ITBS were compared to
the scores

the Non New School

students

received.

These c o m 

parisons were made utilizing analysis of va ri ance-treatment by
levels.

The Achievement

mid 68%, Level

Ill-lower

Levels

(Level

I-upper

16%,

Level II-

16%) were e s t a b 1ished using the c o m 

posite score the students received on either the ITBS or the
SRA Test.

Null

Hypothesis Number

1

There are no significant differences
Study Skills" between the New School

in the "Work

students and the Non New

Schoo 1 s t u d e n t s .
The results of the "Work Study Skills"
ITBS are reported on Table 42.

Based on a significant treatment

F ratio which favors the New School
School

students,

rejected

the null

(See Table 43).

section of the

students over the Non New

hypothesis of no difference must be
Dunn's "c" test was used to isolate

the differences and these results are reported in Table 44.
No significant differences were found between New School
Non New School Achievement
Achievement

Level

Level

and

I students but the New School

II and Ac hi evement Level

III students scored
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significantly higher than the Non New School
II and Achievement

Level III students.

Level

The analysis also i n 

dicated a significant row (achievement
Dunn's "c"

Achievement

level)

effect of 3 8 0. 8 3 .

test was used to determine which of the differences

between the means for "Work Study Skills" were significant
and are reported in Table 31.

It was found that Achievement

Level I students scored significantly higher
Achievement

Level

II or Achievement

Level

was also found that Achievement Level
cantly higher

than Achievement

Level

III

than either
students.

It

II students scored s i g n i f i
III students.

Table 42
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR "WORK STUDY SKILLS"
SECTION OF I TBS

Leve 1

N

New School
M
SD

Non New School
N
M
SD

N

Leve 1
M

SD

I

20

92.40

3.33

35

92.77

5.05

55

92 .46

4.49

II

88

61 .25

14.58

151

51 .91

19.46

239

55.35

18.38

III

20

19.00

7.70

35

9.37

5.04

55

12.87

7.62

59.52 24.17

221

51.65 28.60

349

Total

128

Research Question Number

Six

Is there a relationship between the scores the students
received on the "Work Study Skills" section of the ITBS and the
scores they received on the various sections of the SSIT?
The scores that the students received on the "Work
Study Skills"

section of the ITBS were compared to the scores
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Table 43
SUMMARY TABLE FOR TREATMENT BY LEVELS ON THE "WORK
STUDY SKILLS" SECTION OF THE ITBS

Treatment

1

5018.56

5018.56

L e v e 1s

2

1 75,468.06

87,734.00

380.83

Interaction

2

1009.44

504.72

2.19

348

F
Ratio

Mean
Square

CM

Total

Sum of
Squares

•

Degrees of
Freedom

P

.01

OO

Source of
Variation

.001
NS

260,515.06

Table 44
COMPARISON OF MEANS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS AC HI EVEMENT LEVELS
AND BETWEEN THE NEW SCHOOL AND NON NEW SCHOOL STUDENTS
ON THE "WORK STUDY SKILLS" SECTION OF THE ITBS

Group

Means

Di fferences

"c"

P

92.64-55.35

37.29

44.93

.01

Achi evement Leve 1 11 -111

92.64-12.87

79.77

38.55

.01

Achi evement

55.35-12.87

42.48

51.17

.01

Ach ievement Level

I -II

Leve 1 II -III

Achievement Level

I, NS-NNS

92.40-92.77

0.37

.18

NS

Achi evement Level

II, NS-NNS

61 .25-51 .91

9.34

9.73

.01

1 III, NS-NNS

1 9 .00 - 9.37

4.72

.01

Achievement

Leve

9.63

they received on the various sections of the SSIT to determine
if any significant relationship existed between the several
variables.

These comparisons were made by computing correlation

coefficients and are reported

in Table 4-5.

It was found that a

significant positive relationship existed between the scores
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the students received on the "Work Study Skills"

section of the

ITBS and the scores they received on the Inference section and
the Discrimination section of the SSIT.

A non-significant

negative relationship was found between the "Work Study Skills"
section of the ITBS and the Caution and Ov er -genera 1ization
sections of the SSIT.
Table
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SSIT AND THE "WORK STUDY
SKILLS" SECTION OF THE ITBS
SSIT
Source of
Data

N

Inference

"Work Study
Ski 1 Is"
3^9

Di scriminat ion

.37 **

.2 7**

** Significant at the

.01

Caution

Over Generalization

-. 01

-.06

1 eve 1

Research Question Number

Seven

Is there a relationship between the students'

academic

achi evement and the scores they received on the va rious sections
of the Social

Studies Inference Test?

The composite score of those students who took the ITBS
was compared to the scores the students received on the various
sections of the SSIT to determine

if any significant r e la t i o n 

ships existed between the several variables.

These comparisons

were made by computing correlation coefficients and are reported
in Table k 6 .
It was found that significant positive relationships
existed between the ITBS and the Inference section of the SSIT
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and also between the ITBS and the Discrimination section of
the SSIT.

A non-significant negative relation existed between

the ITBS and the Ov er- ge n e ra li z a t io n section of the SSIT.

A

non-significant relationship was found between the ITBS and
the Caution section of the SSIT.
Table 46
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SSIT AND COMPOSITE
SCORE OF ITBS
SSIT

** Significant at the

.01

Over Generalization

1

.46**

.31**

Caution

o
00

412

Discrimination

•

Inference

0

N

•

Source of
Data

1eve 1

The composite scores of those students who took the SRA
Test were also compared to the scores these same students received
on the various sections of the SSIT.

Correlation coefficients

were computed to determine if any significant relationships
existed between the several variab le s

(See Table 47).

It was

found that a significant positive relationship existed between
the composite scores the students received on the SRA Test and
the scores the students received on the Inference and D i s c r i m 
ination sections of the SSIT.

A significant negative correlation

was found between the SRA Test and the Over-genera 1ization s e c 
tion of the SSIT
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Table 4-7
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR SSIT AND COMPOSITE
SCORE ON SRA TEST
SSIT
Source of
Data

N

Composi te
Score

16 9

Inference

Discrimination

.23*
*

* Significant at the
** Significant at the

.46**

.05 level
.01

level

Caution

.15

OverGeneralization

-.21*

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY,

DISCUSSION,

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction

The major purpose of this study was to determine what
effect a program of individualized instruction, as practiced
by teachers who had attended the New School
in Education, would have on the critical
elementary school

students.

of Behavioral

Studies

thinking ability of

This program of individualized

instruction constituted the experimental

treatment and is d e s 

cribed in the Summary of Design.

Summary of Design

It had been hypothesized that the type of instruction
practiced by New School
New School

teachers and the climate created

classrooms would contribu te significantly to the

development of the students'
New School

in

ability to think critically.

The

teachers were encouraged to significantly change

the mode of instruction from a teacher centered approach to a
student centered approach.

The stress was placed on

learning

as opposed to teaching and the students were given the freedom
to investigate and to learn about
interest to them.

those things that were of

The teacher became a resource person rather

than a person primarily concerned with

imparting information,

one who would help the students in their
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investigation and
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encour ag e the students

to become independent

encouraged students to think about

learners.

Teachers

issues instead of accepting

everything merely on the basis of authority.

The New School

teachers also tried to change significantly the climate or a t m o s 
phere that existed in the classroom.

Students were prized as

individuals and much more of the teacher's time was spent in
individual

conferences and small

group discussions.

moved out of the here-to-fore straight
arranged in a multiple of patterns

Desks were

line configuration and

in order to give the students

more freedom to move about and to wor k on their individual
jects.

pro

Students were encouraged to help each other and not

to rely on the teacher as the sole source of information.
Many

leaders

in the field of education believe that the

type of classroom previously described can contribute s i g n i f i 
cantly to the development of critical

thinking.

Raths

(et al

I967 ) has stated that one of the major obstacles to critical
thinking is the over dependence that students have on teachers.
Wallen

(1963) agreed that students generally are too dependent

on the teacher and that

students need to be given the opportunity

to practice more "self determination"

if they are to improve

significantly in their ability to think.

Hullfish and Smith

(I 96 I) pointed out, as did Taba,

196 ^) that thinking

(et_ a 1 ,,

is not an automatic by-product of learning facts.
think without bringing

One can not

into play some content or facts;

but if

a teacher

is faced with the problem of teaching either facts or

thinking,

he would be wi se to opt for the teaching of thinking.
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This study attempted

to investigate several of the

variables associated with critical

thinking by considering

the

following research questions:
1.

Is the Social

Studies Inference Test reliable for

the purpose of this study?
2.

Is there a significant difference

in the critical

thinking abilities of sixth grade students who had
been enrolled in New School

classrooms for one

year as compared to sixth grade students who had
not been enrolled
3.

in New School

classrooms?

Is there a significant difference in the critical
thinking ability of boys as compared to the critical
thinking ability of girls?

4.

Is there a significant difference in the critical
thinking ability of those students who read the
SSIT independently and those students who had the
test read to them by their teacher?

5.

Is there a significant difference in the "Work
Study Skills" between those students who had been
enrolled

in the New School

for one year compared

to those students who had not been enrolled in the
New School?
6.

Is there a relationship between the scores the
students received on the Social

Studies Inference

Test and the scores the students received on the
"Work Study Skills" section of the Iowa Test of
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Basic Skills and the Science Research Associates
Achievement S er ie s ?
7.

Is there a relationship between the students'
academic achievement and the scores they received
on the Social

Studies Inference T e s t ?

The research population consisted of 643 students enrolled
in

29 sixth grade classrooms in 18 different cities in the state

of North Dakota.

This represented all of the sixth grade c l a s s 

rooms except one,

in which New School

during the 1989-70 academic year.

teachers were teaching

Two hundred and twenty-four

of the students had been enrolled in New School

classrooms d u r 

ing the I 968-69 academic year and these students comprised the
experimental

group

(New School

students).

Four hundred and

nineteen students were enrol led in New School

classrooms for the

first time during the 1969-1970 academic year and these students
comprised the control
The Social
measure of critical

group

(Non New School

students).

Studies Inference Test was used as a criterion
thinking.

The Social

was developed by Taba and her associates

Studies Inference Test
(Taba et al., 1964) at

San Francisco State College and yields scores on four of the
variables usually associated with critical
Discrimination,

thinking

Caution, and Over-genera 1ization) .

(Inference,
The I n f e r 

ence section of the SSIT yields a score for each student r a n g 
ing from 0 to

36 and the Discrimination section yields a score

ranging from 0 to 1,4.

Both of these scores are positive scores

in that a high score would indicate high ability to d i s c r i m 
inate and draw valid inferences.

A high score on the other
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two measures

(Caution

36 possible, Over-genera 1ization 18

possible) would indicate that the student was guilty of being
over cautious

in approaching data or of ov er -generalizing on

the basis of insufficient
the term "better"

information.

This writer shall use

to describe high Inference and Discrimination

scores, and low Caution and Over-genera 1ization scores.
The composite score that the students received on the
Iowa Test of Basic Skills and the Science Research Associates
Series were used to group the students
levels
16%)

(Level

I-upper

16%,

Level II-mid 68%,

in order to make more meaningful

students.

into three achievement

The "Work Study Skills"

Level Ill-lower

comparisons between

section of the Iowa Test of

Basic Skills was used to determine if there were any significant
differences between the New School
School

students

in the general

"Work Study Skills"

students and the Non New

area of study habits.

The

section of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills

was also used to determine if there was a relationship between
the study habits of the students and their critical

thinking

ability.
The SSIT data from all

respondents was used to deter-

mine the reliability of the SSIT and to compare the critical
thinking ability of boys with girls.

The SSIT scores of those

students who attended school at Cannon Ball and Jamestown were
not used in the additional

comparisons because the ITBS scores

for these students were not available to this investigator.
Odd-even correlation coefficients,

corrected by the Spearman-

Brown Pro phecy Formula, were computed to test for significant
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relations in research question number one.

Pearson's Product

Moment Correlation Coefficients were computed to test for
significant

relationships in research question numbers six

and seven.

Two-way analysis of variance,

treatment by levels,

was used to test for significant relationships
question two through five.

in research

Wher e significant F ratios were

found, Dunn's "c" test was used to further isolate the difference.

Summary of Findings

Research Question Number O n e .

Is the Social

Studies

Inference Test reliable for the purpose of this study?
1.

A l 1 of the corrected correlation coefficients for
the various sections of the SSIT were found to be
significant at the

.01

level

and ranged from a low

of .57 for Discrimination to a high of
Caution.

.82 for

These values are of the same approximate

magnitude established by the authors of the SSIT.
2.

The i n t e r c o r r e 1ation between the component parts
of the SSIT were also found to be of the same
approximate magni tu de as those established for
the SSIT by its authors, providing additional
evidence of the consistent

reliability of the

in s t r u m e n t .
Research Question
difference in the critical

Number T w o .

Is there a significant

thinking abilities of sixth grade

students who had been enrolled in New School

classrooms for

one year as compared to sixth grade students who had not been
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enrolled in New School
1.

classrooms?

There were found to be no significant differences
between the New School
School

students

students and the Non New

in ability to draw vali d inferences,

ability to refrain from being over-cautious in
approaching data or in ability to refrain from
over-genera 1i z i n g .
ence favoring
New School
2.

There was a significant d i f f e r 

the Non Ne w School

students

students over the

in ability to discriminate.

The high achievement students scored significantly
better than either the average achievement or

low

achievement students on the measures of Inference,
Discrimination, and Over-genera 1ization .
achievement students,

however,

The

low

scored significantly

better on the measure of Caution than either the
high achievement or average achievement students.
Research Question Number T h r e e .
in the critical
critical

Is there a difference

thinking ability of boys as compared to the

thinking ability of girls?
1.

There were no significant differences
variables under

investigation

in any of the

(Inference,

D i s cr i m 

ination,

Caution, Ov er -genera 1i z a t i o n ) between the

critical

thinking ability of boys as compared to

girls.
2.

There were no significant differences
thinking ability of N ew School
Non New School

boys.

in the critical

boys as compared to
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3.

There were no significant differences
thinking ability of New School
Non New School

Is there a significant

thinking ability of those students

who read the test independently

(SSITi) and those students who

had the test read to them by their teacher
1.

girls as compared to

girls.

Research Question Number F o u r .
difference in the critical

in the critical

(SSITd)?

There were no significant differences between the
SSITi and the SSITd students on the measures of
Inference or Discrimination.
cant difference favoring
the SSITi

There was a s i g n i f i 

the SSITd students over

students on the measure of Caution and

a significant difference favoring

the SSITi

students

over the SSITd on the measure of Over-genera 1i z a t i o n .
2.

There were no significant differences between the
New School

students and the Non New School

on the measures of Inference,

students

Caution, or Over-

gener a 1 iza t i on , but there was a significant d i f f e r 
ence favoring the Non New School

over the New School

students on the me as ur e of Discrimination.
3.

An interaction effect was found to be operating
in all

four of the measures of critical

The New School
ently

(SSITi)

thinking.

students who took the test

i n de pe nd

scored better on the measures of

Inference,

Discrimination, and Caution than the

New School

students who took the test dependently
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(SSITd).
New School

Just the opposite was true for the Non
students.

measures of Inference,

They scored better on the
Discrimination, and Caution

when they took the test dependently

(SSITd)

compared to taking the test independently
This effect was reversed for both groups
and SSITd)

as

(SSITi).
(SSITi

on the Over-genera 1ization section of

the S S I T .
4.

An interaction was also found when comparisons were
made between the New School
School

students.

students and Non New

The New School

SSITi

scored better than the Non New School

students
SSITi

on the mea sur es of Inference and Caution,

students

but the

Non New School

SSITd students scored better than

the New School

SSITd students on these same two

measures.

The comparisons made within the O v e r 

generalization section revealed that the New School
SSITd students scored better than the Non New School
SSITd students and the Non New School
scored better than the New School
Research Question Number F i v e .

SSITi

SSITi

students

students.

Is there a significant

difference in "Work Study Skills" between students who have
been enrolled

in New School

classrooms for one year as compared

to students who have not been enrolled in New School
1.

classrooms?

There was a significant difference favoring the
New School

students over

the Non New School

on the "Work Study Skills"

students

section of the ITBS.
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2.

The New School

average achievement and

low achievement

students were found to differ significantly in the
area of "Work Study Skills" compared to the Non New
School average and

low achievement students r e s pe c t 

ively.
3.

There were no significant differences

in the "Work

Study Skills" between the high achievement New School
students and high achievement Non New School
4.

There was also a significant difference

students.

in the "Work

Study Skills" between the three achievement

groups.

The high achievement students scored significantly
higher on the "Work Study Skills" than either the
average achievement students or the low achievement
students.

The average achievement students also

scored higher on the "Work Study Skills"

than the

low achievement students.
Research Question Number S i x .

Is there a relationship

between the scores the students received on the "Work Study
Skills"

section of the ITBS and the scores they received on

the Social
1.

Studies Inference T e s t ?
There was a significant positive relationship between
the scores the students received on the "Work Study
Skills"

section of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills

and the scores they received on the Inference s e c 
tion and Discrimination
dies Inference Test

section of the Social

Stu
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2.

There was a no n-s ignificant negative relationship
between the scores the students received on the
"Work Study Skills" section of the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills and the scores the students received
on both the Caution and the Over-genera 1ization
section of the Social

Studies Inference T e s t .

Research Question Number S e v e n .
between the students'

Is there a relationship

academic achievement and the scores they

received on the various sections of the Social

Studies Inference

Test?
1.

There was a significant positive relationship between
the composite scores the students received on either
the Iowa Test of Basic Skills or the Science Research
Associates Achievement

Series and the scores they re

ceived on the Inference and Discrimination sections
of the Social
2.

Studies Inference T e s t .

There was a significant positive relationship b e 
tween the composite scores the students received
on the Science Research Associates Achievement Series
and the scores they received on the Caution section
of the Social

Studies Inference Test and a significant

negative relationship between the composite scores
the students received on the SRA test and the
scores they received on the Over-genera 1ization
section of the SSIT.

A no n- significant r e l a t i o n 

ship was found between the composite scores the
students

received on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
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and the scores they received on the Caution section
and Over-genera 1ization section of the Social

Studies

Inference T e s t .

Discussion and Conclusions

The

literature in the area of critical

thinking appears

to suggest a disparity between the professed desire of most
teachers to help children become more effective thinkers and
the effort

that teachers actually devote to this area.

One of

the reasons for this apparent disparity may be that there have
been few evaluative instrumen ts designed to measure the critical
thinking ability of elementary school
the number of instruments
available instruments
The Social
potential
would

limited,

children.

Not only is

the reliability of the few

is of a qu es tionable nature.

Studies Inference Test may possess the

to bridge this disjunction between what teachers

like to do, and what they are now doing,

students become more effective thinkers.
Inference Test

is reliable,

to help their

The Social

but more importantly it can be

used as both an evaluation and diagnostic instrument.
test measures four variables

(Inference,

and Over-genera 1i z a t i o n ) thought
thinking.

If a student

Studies

The

Discrimination,

Caution,

to be related to critical

is found to be deficient

in any one of

the four areas the teacher can give that student experiences
designed to overcome the specific deficiency.
The test also seems to be capable of being used to
identify a developmental

sequence related to critical

thinking.
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This sequence consists of four stages.

The first stage is

characterized by the student who is over-cautious and has a set
to answer the test questions with “ can't tell".

The second

stage is characterized by the student who begins to reject
“ can't tell" as an appropriate response an d begins to O v e r 
generalize.

This student has begun to recognize that there

are some clues presented in the data, but he has not yet been
able to adequately discriminate between clues that are a p p r o p 
riate and clues that are inappropriate.

He also tends to go

further beyond the data than is legitimate and in effect to
draw invalid inferences by “ o v e r - i n f e r i n g .“

The third stage

is characterized by the student who becomes a capable data
discriminator.

This student will

score

Over-genera 1i z a t i o n , but he has not yet
will

often allow him to go beyond what

low on Caution and
learned that the data
is presented.

The

fourth stage is characterized by the student who is able to
draw valid inferences by going beyond what
sented.

is actually p r e 

This stage is thought by many to be at the very heart

of critical

thinking.

Burton, Kimbal, and Wing

(1980)

have

stated that the ability to draw valid inferences is the central
movement

in all

thinking.

Hunkins

(1969)

concluded that the

ability to discriminate and to draw valid inferences was the
best criteria of critical

thinking.

thinking was in the literal

Dewey

(1910)

stated that

sense of the word, being able to

infer.
The data collected in this study would seem to indicate
that attendance in New School

classrooms has had a mixed result
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on the students'

ability to operate as a critical

thinker.

The results of the SSIT indicate that the Non New School
dents do significantly better than the New School
at

least one area of critical

thinking

indicate that the New School
than the Non New School

ing.

and

section of the ITBS

students do significantly better

students.

The "Work Study Skills"
be related to at

students in

(Discrimination)

the results of the "Work Study Skills"

stu

section of the ITBS appears to

least two of the variables of critical

think

This was evidenced by a significant correlation found

to exist between the scores the students received on the "Work
Study Skills" section of the ITBS and the scores

they received

on the Inference section and on the Discrimination section of
the SSIT.

This significant relationship was to be expected

in that many of the skills which are measured by the "Work
Study Skills"

section of the ITBS are also thought to.be

criterion of critical
ITBS

thinking ability.

(Lindquist and Hieronymus,

Study Skills"

1964)

The authors of the

indicate that the "Work

section of the test measures such things as map

reading skills,

reading and interpreting graphs and tables,

the ability to use reference materials, and also student's
ability to find the best answer
Many educators

(Starr,

1963),

to a question or problem.

(Ennis,

1962 ), (Chausow, 1965 )

believe, that these skills have much commonality with the skills
thought to be important
Others

in the process of critical

thinking.

in the field of education indicate that students

must possess the ability to work independently of the teacher

if
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they are to become proficient critical

thinkers.

The results

of this study would seem to indicate that the New School
students were operating more independently than the Non New
School

students.

Eighty-eight

per cent of the New School

students took the test independently and only sixty-seven per
cent of the Non New School
More importantly,

students took it independently.

the New School

students usually received

higher scores when they took the test independently and the
Non New School

students received higher scores when they took

the test dependently.

This difference or interaction between

the two groups of students was most pronounced on the Inference
section of the SSIT and is shown as Figure 4.

SSITi

Fig.

New School

Better
Scores

Non New School

Average
Scores

SSITd
Average
Scores
Better
Scores

4 . --SSITi and SSITd interaction for inference

Figure 4 could be con sid er ed a classical
interaction.

No significant differences were found between

the main effects, but all
differences.

example of

simple effects yielded significant

The same general

interaction effect can be seen

to be operating in the comparisons for Discrimination and
Caution, but is reversed in comparisons for Over-genera 1i z a t i o n .
The New School
Study Skills"

students scored higher on the "Work

section of the ITBS and appeared to be more
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independent but the Non New School

students scored better on

the Discrimination section of the SSIT.
which favors the New School

Although the difference

students on the Discrimination

section of the SSIT seems to be at tr ibutable to a small number
of students

in the control

group,

it does indicate that c o n 

ditions found in some Non New School

classrooms are very

effective in teaching certain aspects of critical

thinking.

Recommenda t i ons

The following suggestions are offered for further
research as a result of the findings of this study:
1.

Additional

research should be conducted to

determine if there are specific teacher variables
that account for differences in the critical
thinking ability of students.
2.

Several

of the findings of this study seem to

suggest that more educational

evaluation could

be of the non-ob tru siv e mode.

A major effort

should be made to design this type of research.
3.

Additional

research should be conducted to determine

if a longer period of attendance

in New School

class

rooms woul d have any significant effect on the
students'
4.

ability to think critically.

A longitudinal

study should be instigated i n v o l y 

ing the 643 students who took part

in this i n v e s t i 

gation to determine the effect of the treatment
after the students

leave the New School

classrooms.

APPENDIX

STUDENTS NAME ________________________________
BOY

GIRL

SCHOOL _________________

(CIRCLE ONE)

WHAT SCHOOL DID YOU GO TO LAST YEAR? ________________________________
WHO WAS YOUR TEACHER

LAST YEAR? ______________________________________

WERE YOU IN A NEW SCHOOL CLASSROOM

LAST YEAR?

YES

NO

DON'T KNOW

Did the teacher read the test to you or did you take it on your
own?
(check one)
_______ The teacher read the test to me.
_______
I took the test on my own.
Explanation to students:
This booklet has some stories.
After each story there are some
sentences about the story.
First, I will read the story out
loud to you and you can follow along in your booklet (or you
may read the story silently by yourself).
Then I will read
each of the sentences and you are to decide whether the sentence
is probably true, probably false, or if you can't tell whether
it is probably true or false (or you may read the sentences by
yourseIf).
Decide on an answer for each sentence that I read to you.
Circle
your answer with a heavy black mark.
If you think the answer is
probably true, circle PT (Probably True).
If you can't tell
from the story whether the sentence is probably true or probably
false, circle CT (Can't Tell).
If you think the answer is p r o b 
ably false, circle PF (Probably False).
For some of the sentences "proba bl y true" may be the correct
answer.
For some of the sentences "can't tell" may be the c o r 
rect answer.
For some of the sentences ''probably false" may be
the correct answer.

Examp 1e :
Mr. Jones was a farmer in the midwest.
When he heard
about the discovery of gold in California, he left his
family and went to California.
Jones went

to California with his family.

PT

CT

PF

1.

Mr.

PT

CT

PF

2.

Mr. Jones went to California because he did
not 1 i ke the place in which he lived.

PT

CT

PF

3.

Mr . Jones went to California to look for gold.

PT

CT

PF

k.

Mr.

Jones will

find gold in California.
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Martha left her school friends and moved with her family
to America.
Soon after she got to America she started
to school.
On her first day at school the other children
looked at Martha and talked about her.
She did not speak
to the other children, and at recess she sat alone and
watched them play.
She told the teacher that she was
unhappy.
When she got home from school she cried.
PT

CT

PF

1.

Martha wanted to play with the other children

PT

CT

PF

2.

Martha will make friends at this school.

PT

CT

PF

3.

Martha speaks English.

PT

CT

PF

k.

Martha will teach the children how to play
some new games.

PT

CT

PF

5.

Martha stayed home from school

PT

CT

PF

6.

The teacher

the next day.

likes Martha.

Mr . Edwards' farm was in the valley.
He had just fin
ished planting his seeds.
He could see the snow on the
mountains.
He hoped the snows would not melt too fast.
The fire last summer burned most of the trees on the
mounta inside.
PT

CT

PF

7.

More water will
than last.

PT

CT

PF

8.

Mr. Edwards'

PT

CT

PF

9.

Topsoil fro m the mou nt ain will
into the valley.

PT

CT

PF 10.

Mr. Edwards planted his seeds after the snow fell

PT

CT

PF 11.

Mr. Edwards will
this y e a r .

PT

CT

PF 12.

Mr. Edwards'

flow into the valley this year

seeds will

die of frost.
be washed down

have enough water for his farm

farm is on the mountainside.

M r . and Mrs. Koski remembered the day they docked in
New York.
They had been married only two months when
they arrived from Poland.
America was a strange land
to them.
Mr. Koski worked hard for many years so his
children could go to school.
Ed, the eldest child,
is now in college and will one day become a lawyer.
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PT

CT

PF

13.

The K o s k i 's spoke English when they first came
to Amer ica .

PT

CT

PF

14.

The Koski 's came to America

PT

CT

PF

15.

Ed i s proud of his father.

PT

CT

PF

16.

The K o s k i 's will

last year.

return to Poland to live.

Pambo is twelve years old.
There are no schools where
Pambo lives.
He does not read or write.
He fishes
with his father every day.
Pambo is learning to cut
wood from tree bark in order to make a canoe.
His
father teaches him many things and is proud of how
well Pambo can do them.
Tom is also twelve years old.
He works hard at school
and gets good grades.
When he comes home from school
he reads his books so that he will learn things that
wi 1 1 he 1p him.
PT

CT

PF

17.

Tom is smarter than Pambo.

PT

CT

PF

18.

P a m b o 's fat her can read and write.

PT

CT

PF

19.

Pambo is having trouble learning how to make
c a n o e s . Pambo and his family are going to
move to the city where Tom lives.

PT

CT

PF

20.

Pambo w i 11 go fishing every day with his f a t h e r .

PT

CT

PF

21 .

Pambo w i 11 teach Tom how to make canoes.

PT

CT

PF

22.

Tom reads every day because he is behind in
hi s s c h o o 1 wor k .

Henry's father is a farmer.
Henry is twelve years old„
During the wee k Henry goes to school and he wants to
become a teacher.
On wee ke nds he works on the farm
and has learned to drive a tractor.
His father is
happy that Henry wants to become a teacher.
Taro is also twelve years old.
Taro's father is a
hunter.
Taro's grandfather also was a hunter.
Taro
is learning to hunt from his father.
Many times on
the way home from hunting Taro stops to watch the
fisherman.
One day Taro asked his father, "Can I
become a fisherman?"
Taro's father said, "No, because
I am a hunter."
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Henry will

become a teacher.

PT

CT

PF

PT

CT

PF

PT

CT

PF

25.

Henry's gra ndfather was a farmer.

PT

CT

PF

26.

Taro will leave the tribe and become a
f is h e r m a n .

PT

CT

PF

27.

Taro's sons probably will

23.
•

CM

-4 "

Henry's father wants Henry to become a farmer.

become hunters.

Three months after the Picker had been invented more
f 1ander had been picked than for all of the year before,
A 1 1 of the machines at the textile mills were working
Six months after the Picker had been
day and night.
put to use the mills realized that they could not process the amount of flander sent to them.
PF

PT

CT

PF

29 .

The Picker will
year.

PT

CT

PF

30.

Flander is one of the most
of this country.

PT

CT

PF

31.

Flander is used in making cloth.

PT

CT

PF

32.

The mills will change the way they process
f 1a n d e r .

PT

CT

PF

33.

Less flander will

PT

CT

PF

34.

The price of materials made of flander will
go down.

•

CT

CM

0 0

PT

Flander

is a type of cotton.
be used only three months each

important products

be grown next year.

Mr. Harvey spoke to the Founders Club
i s part of what he said:

last night.

"In the early days of our country many people
settled here fr om other countries.
They came
here to establish a way of life that was better
than they had in their own countries.
They
helped build a strong America because they
believed in Amer ic a . Today the foreigners who
come here do not seem to appreciate the freedom
and opportunity America offers them.
We ought
to be more careful about who we let in and
require an oath of these foreigners before we
accept them."

Here
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CT

PF

35.

Mr. Harvey feels that people who take an
oath can be trusted.

PT

CT

PF

36.

Mr. Harvey is against more people coming to
America from other lands.

PT

CT

PF

37.

Mr. Harvey believes
good for America.

PT

CT

PF

cn

Mr. Harvey has studied a great deal about
Amer i ca .

PT

CT

PF

39.

Mr. Harvey believes that people born in
America are more loyal than people coming
from other lands.

PT

CT

PF

4o.

Mr. Harvey believes that there are too many
foreigners in America now.

PT

CT

PF

41.

Mr. Harvey's grandfather was probably born
Amer ic a .

PT

CT

PF

42.

Mr. Harvey is running for political

•
00

PT

the early settlers were

office.

Thirty years ago Mr. Rand bought a thousand acres of
farmland.
Many new industries have developed in the
city nearby.
About ten years ago Mr. Rand sold half
his farmland to people who build homes.
Last year
Mr. Rand sold two hundred acres more and many homes
have already been built on this land.
PT

CT

PF

43.

The people are coming to work on Mr. Rand's
farm.

PT

CT

PF

44.

They are building houses for the people coming
to work in the industries.

PT

CT

PF

45.

Mr. Rand will sell the rest of his farmland
to the people building homes.

PT

CT

PF

46.

Mr. Rand still owns half of the farmland
that he bought thirty years ago.

PT

CT

PF

47.

Next year there will
in industry.

PT

CT

PF

48.

Mr. Rand sold his farmland for more money
than he paid for it.

PT

CT

PF

49.

They will

be more people working

need more schools.
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PT

CT

PF

50.

The people who had worked on Mr. Rand's farm
went to work for industry.

PT

CT

PF

51.

The people who bought Mr. Rand's farmland
were farmers.

People A:
The vote had been very close.
A number of the r e p r e 
sentatives did not like the outcome.
They decided to
go back to their districts and appeal to the people
for support.
This was the fourth important issue on
which the President had been defeated.
P e o p 1e B :
The Chief asked his council for advice and then he told
his people what he had decided.
The people listened to
their Chief.
When he was through talking they cheered.
PT

CT

PF

52.

People A and People B have the same system of
government.

PT

CT

PF

53.

The representatives of People A are selected
by the President.

PT

CT

PF

5k.

People A will re-elect the representatives
who voted for the bills the President supported

PT

CT

PF

55.

People B vote on what the Chief wants to do.

PT

CT

PF

56.

The Chief of People B knew his people would
do what he says.

PT

CT

PF

57.

Most of the representatives of People A agreed
on the issue that they had just voted on.

PT

CT

PF

58.

People B vote for the members of the council.

Mr. Jones owns a grocery store.
Often, in the last
few weeks, he has not had enough bread for his c u s t 
omers.
It has been unusually dry in the area and the
wheat crop has not done well this year.
PT

CT

PF

59.

The delivery trucks have broken down so Mr.
Jones is unable to get bread.

PT

CT

PF

60 .

There was as much rainfall
year .

this year as

last

98
PT

CT

PF

61 .

The bakers have been very busy this year.

PT

CT

PF

62.

Mr. Jones will

PT

CT

PF

63 .

They are using the wheat to make other things
this year rather than for making bread.

PT

CT

PF

6k .

Mr. Jones will close his store until
bread i s b a k e d .

PT

CT

PF

65.

The wheat crop was of poor quality.

PT

CT

PF

66.

The price of bread is higher this year than
last year.

PT

CT

PF

67.

Mr. Jones will make
last year.

PT

CT

PF

•
00
vO

More wheat will
last.

start baking his own bread.

more

less money this year than

be harvested this year than
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